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ABSTRACT
Asymptotics and Computations for Approximation of Method of Regularization
Estimators. (May 2004)
Sang-Joon Lee, B.S., Inha University, Korea;
M.S., Seoul National University, Korea
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Randall L. Eubank
Inverse problems arise in many branches of natural science, medicine and engineering
involving the recovery of a whole function given only a finite number of noisy mea-
surements on functionals. Such problems are usually ill-posed, which causes severe
difficulties for standard least-squares or maximum likelihood estimation techniques.
These problems can be solved by a method of regularization. In this dissertation,
we study various problems in the method of regularization. We develop asymptotic
properties of the optimal smoothing parameters concerning levels of smoothing for
estimating the mean function and an associated inverse function based on Fourier
analysis. We present numerical algorithms for an approximated method of regular-
ization estimator computation with linear inequality constraints. New data-driven
smoothing parameter selection criteria are proposed in this setting. In addition, we
derive a Bayesian credible interval for the approximated method of regularization
estimators.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Problem Posed
Inverse problems involve estimation and inference about an unknown function from
a finite number of noisy measurements on functionals. Let L be a bounded linear
operator that maps f to µ
L : f 7→ µ, (1.1)
where f is an unknown function and µ is a response mean function. Solving the
inverse problem is to recover the whole function f from information about µ. Usually
these problems are ill-posed. In some cases it is hard to find the unique inverse
mapping due to the near singularity of the operator L.
In general, the information about the mean function µ consists of noisy mea-
surements from experimental data. The noise increases the difficulty of recovering f .
Often the inverse problem solutions are unstable since the estimate for f could be very
sensitive to perturbations in the measurements. In other words, we could encounter
a problem of large variation of f from very little perturbations in the observed data.
In solving these ill-posed inverse problems, we have severe difficulties using standard
least-squares or maximum likelihood estimation techniques.
Solutions to ill-posed inverse problems can be obtained from the method of reg-
ularization (MOR) (Tikhonov, 1963a, 1963b) with nonparametric regression tech-
niques. To describe the MOR, we consider the standard nonparametric regression
The format and style follow that of Biometrics.
2model first. In fact, MOR can be viewed as a generalization of standard regression
smoothing techniques.
A standard nonparametric regression model assumes that we have responses
y1, . . ., yn satisfying
yi = µ(ti) + εi, i = 1, . . ., n, (1.2)
for 0 ≤ t1 < · · · < tn ≤ 1 known design points, εi, i = 1, . . ., n, zero mean, uncorre-
lated random errors with common variance σ2 and µ an unknown function in
Wm2 [0, 1] = {µ : µ(j) is absolutely continuous, j = 0, . . .,m− 1,
and µ(m) ∈ L2[0, 1]}.
The mean function µ can be estimated by a smoothing spline µλ obtained as the
minimizer of
n−1
n∑
i=1
(yi − g(ti))2 + λ
∫ 1
0
(g(m)(t))2 dt, λ > 0, (1.3)
over all g ∈ W m2 [0, 1]. The smoothing parameter λ in (1.3) governs the trade-off
between goodness-of-fit and smoothness.
To generalize (1.2) observe that µ(ti) ≡ Ltiµ ≡ Liµ for evaluation functionals
L1, . . ., Ln defined on W
m
2 [0, 1] when m ≥ 1. Thus, more generally, let L1, . . ., Ln be
known, bounded, linear functionals on W m2 [0, 1] with µ(ti) = Lif, i = 1, . . ., n, and
consider the model
yi = Lif + εi, i = 1, . . ., n, (1.4)
where the εi are as in (1.2) and f is some unknown element of W
m
2 [0, 1]. The estimator
for f in the generalized model (1.4) can be obtained from MOR. More precisely, the
MOR estimator fλ for f is the minimizer of the criterion
n−1
n∑
i=1
(yi − Lig)2 + λ
∫ 1
0
(g(m)(t))2 dt (1.5)
3over all g ∈ W m2 [0, 1]. The regularization parameter λ in (1.5) controls the trade-off
between goodness-of-fit to the data and smoothness of the estimated inverse function.
By selecting a good smoothing parameter λ we can reduce the sensitivity of solutions
to perturbations in f .
A typical example of model (1.4) is the Fredholm integral equation of the first
kind. It has the form
Ltf =
∫ 1
0
K(t, s)f(s) ds, (1.6)
where the linear operator Lt is defined by integration against a known bivariate
kernel function K(·, ·) belonging to L2([0, 1]× [0, 1]). In this case, the bounded linear
functionals are defined by
Lif ≡ Ltif
= µ(ti)
=
∫ 1
0
K(ti, s)f(s) ds, i = 1, . . ., n.
A special case of this formulation corresponds to
K(t, s) = K(t− s) (1.7)
which gives µ as the convolution of f with the kernel K.
There are numerous topics to be discussed in ill-posed inverse problems including
asymptotic studies, computation methods, selection of the smoothing parameter and
confidence intervals. Some of the more current developments on these and other
related areas will be discussed in the following section.
1.2 Present Status
The MOR estimator of f as the minimizer of (1.5) originated from the work of
Tikhonov (1963a, 1963b). Lukas (1980) examined regularization techniques for sev-
4eral types of regularization including Tikhonov regularization, regularization with
differential operators, and discrete cases. He provided stabilization conditions for
MOR estimators showing that fλ → f0 as λ → 0 and that the sensitivity of fλ to
small perturbations in µ decreases as λ increases for each regularization problem.
Applications of the regularization approach can be found in many branches of
modern science. Nychka (1983) applied spline smoothing methodology to an inverse
problem involving three-dimensional tumor size distribution in blocks of tissue from
measurements on cross-sectional tumor slices. It was observed that parametric re-
gression techniques did not work well in this setting because of the near singularity of
the operator in the integral equation. They examined the sampling properties of the
MOR estimate by Monte Carlo methods. It was also pointed out that the eigenvalues
of the integral kernel provide information on ill posedness. Nychka (1984) examined
the same problem focusing on the selection of the smoothing parameter. Other ex-
amples are provided by the study of porous media by the nuclear magnetic resonance
technique (Liaw, Kullkarni, Chen, and Watson, 1996), crystallography (Grunbaum,
1975), and geophysics (Aki and Richards, 1980; Bolt, 1980).
We briefly review some necessary functional analysis concepts and notation to
summarize asymptotic developments associated with MOR estimators. A normed
space is a vector space with a norm defined on it and a Banach space is a complete
normed space. An inner product space is a vector space with an inner product < ·, · >
defined on it. It is very easy to verify that inner product spaces are normed spaces.
A Hilbert space is a complete inner product space (complete in the metric defined by
the inner product). Most of the asymptotic properties of MOR estimators have been
examined in Hilbert space settings.
Let F be a real Hilbert space with norm ‖·‖ and inner product < ·, · >. Consider
a functional of a quadratic form 1
2
< f,Wf >, where W is a nonnegative operator
5on F . Suppose yn = (y1, . . ., yn)T and Ln is an operator from F to Rn so that Lnf is
an n-vector. In this setting the MOR estimator fλ is obtained by minimizing
(yn − Lnf)T (yn − Lnf) + λ < f,Wf > . (1.8)
Let Un = L
∗
nLn and set Gnλ = (λW + Un)
−1, where L∗n is the adjoint of Ln.
Assuming G−1nλ exists,
fλ = G
−1
nλL
∗
nyn, 0 < λ < ∞.
To study the asymptotic behavior of fλ assume there is a positive sequence
{an} and a fixed bounded linear operator U such that anL∗nLn → U when n → ∞.
Cox (1988) investigated asymptotic properties of fλ in a convenient family of norms
which are defined in terms of U and W . Assume U is a compact positive definite
operator on F and W is a nonnegative definite linear operator on F . Then there are
sequences {φν : ν = 1, 2, . . .} and {γν : ν = 1, 2, . . .} of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues,
respectively, satisfying
< φη, Uφν >= δνη and < φη,Wφν >= γνδνη, (1.9)
for all pairs ν, η of positive integers, where δνη is a Kronecker’s delta.
For ρ ∈ R, let
‖f‖ρ =
[ ∞∑
ν=1
(1 + γρν) < f,Uφν >
2
]1/2
(1.10)
and let Fρ be the normed linear space obtained by completing {f ∈ F : ‖f‖ρ < ∞}.
Then, Fρ is a Hilbert space with inner product
< f, ζ >ρ=
∞∑
ν=1
(1 + γρν) < f,Uφν >< ζ, Uφν > . (1.11)
Cox (1988) developed rates of convergence for MOR estimators in the family
of norms provided by (1.10). The consistency and the rate of convergence of the
MOR estimator are examined through the mean squared error E||f − fλ||2ρ which is
6decomposed into bias and variance components. For the MOR estimator fλ, it is
shown that the bias ||f − Efλ||2ρ tends to 0 or has an upper bound depending under
certain conditions. Under some regularity conditions concerning decay rates for the
eigenvalues of Ln, the limits of the variance term E||fλ − Efλ||2ρ are developed when
λ → 0.
Nychka and Cox (1989) extended the work by Cox (1988) to the general case
where the decay rates of the eigenvalues of Ln are not known. Under the Hilbert
space norm defined in (1.10) and the associated inner product in (1.11), let m be the
dimension of the null space of the operator W in (1.9) and write the n-vector of errors
as εn = yn − Lnf . The assumptions imposed are
(1) For η ∈ Rn, Eεn = 0 and there are constants {Sn} ⊆ (0,∞) such that E <
η, εn >
2= O(Sn‖η‖2) and Sn‖η‖2 = O(E < η, εn >2),
(2) There are values 0 < r ≤ q < ∞ such that jr = O(γj) and γj = O(jq), where γj
is as in (1.9) and (1.10),
(3) There are real numbers s ∈ (0, 1 − 1/r), {ρ1, ρ2, . . ., ρj} ⊂ [0, s] and dn ⊆ [0,∞)
with dn → 0 such that for all f1, f2 ∈ F ,
| < f1, Uf2 > − < Lnf1, Lnf2 > | ≤ dn
j∑
i=1
||f1||ρi ||f2||s−ρi .
Nychka and Cox (1989) showed that under assumptions (1)-(3) and regularity con-
ditions on s, r, ρ, β and dn, for 0 ≤ ρ < 2 − s − 1/r, ρ < β ≤ ρ + 2, and λn → 0 as
n →∞,
E||fλ − f ||2ρ = O
(
min{1, λβ−ρ}||f ||2β + Sn{
∑
j>m
γρj (1 + λγj)
−2 + m}
)
uniformly for λ ∈ [λn,∞).
Further extensions of the asymptotic developments for MOR estimator were
made by Cox and O’Sullivan (1990). Cox and O’Sullivan (1990) developed the first or-
der asymptotic properties for MOR estimators in the cases of log-density estimation,
7log-hazard estimation, nonparametric logistic regression, and more general nonlinear
inverse problem examples. Their approach is based on a functional Taylor series ex-
pansion technique. One of the main asymptotic results is that the optimal rate of
convergence of an MOR estimator is
||fλ∗ − f ||2ρ = Op
(
n−2m(p−ρ)/(2m+1)
)
,
where ρ is as in (1.10) and the “optimal” smoothing parameter λ∗ is of order n−2m/(2m+1).
Similar asymptotic work based on kernel density estimators for deconvolution prob-
lems can be found in Stefanski (1990) and Fan (1991).
Wahba (1980) developed practical computational methods for MOR estimator
based on the approximation
f(s)
.
=
N∑
j=1
cjBj(s), (1.12)
where the Bj(s), j = 1, . . ., N, are B-spline basis functions. For B-spline functions of
degree 2m− 1, we have
Σ =
{∫ 1
0
B
(m)
j (s)B
(m)
k (s)ds
}
j,k=1,...,N
(1.13)
= ΓSΓT , (1.14)
where Σ is a matrix of rank N − m, Γ is the N × (N − m) matrix whose columns
are eigenvectors of Σ associated with its non zero eigenvalues, S is the (N − m) ×
(N −m) diagonal matrix of non zero eigenvalues and ∆ is the N ×m matrix whose
columns are the eigenvectors associated with the zero eigenvalues. The decomposition
of Σ in (1.14) makes it possible for the coefficient vector c = (c1, c2, . . ., cN)
T to be
decomposed into elements of the null space of Σ and elements in the null space of Σ⊥
such that
c = ΓS−1/2Λ + ∆d,
8for some Λ = (γ1, . . ., γN−m)T , and d = (d1, . . ., dm)T . Define the n × N matrix
L ≡ {l1, . . ., ln}T , where li =
( ∫ 1
0
K(ti, s)B1(s)ds, . . .,
∫ 1
0
K(ti, s)BN(s)ds
)T
and let
y = (y1, . . ., yn)
T . Then, we observe that the Tikhonov regularization criterion in
(1.3) can be approximated by
n−1||y − Lc||2 + λcT Σc = n−1||y − LΓS−1/2Λ− L∆d||2 + λΛT Λ. (1.15)
Let P = L∆
[
(L∆)T (L∆)
]−1
(L∆)T and W = (I −P )LΓS−1/2, where I is an identity
matrix and let V and D be orthogonal and diagonal matrices, respectively, such that
W T W = V DV T . Then, by differentiating the criterion (1.15) with respect to d and
Λ, one finds that the minimizer of (1.15) is
cλ = ΓS
−1/2Λ∗ + ∆d∗,
where
d∗ =
[
(L∆)T (L∆)
]−1
(L∆)T (y − LΓS−1/2Λ)
and
Λ∗ = V (D + nλI)−1V T W Ty.
Data-adaptive selection of the smoothing parameter λ is a very important prob-
lem to be considered in practice. The selection of a smoothing parameter plays an
important role in estimation. In estimation of the mean function, for example, if
λ = 0 then the solution is a spline function interpolating the observed data. On the
other hand, when λ = ∞ the minimization problem is to minimize residual sum-
of-squares with
∫ 1
0
(g(m)(t))2 dt = 0 in (1.3), which results in polynomial regression.
Excluding these extreme values, very large values of λ give an estimated function
that is generally too smooth and looses a large proportion of information in the data.
On the other hand, when λ is too small the estimated function tends to be rough or
wiggly.
9In the MOR context, the goodness-of-fit term corresponds to n−1
∑n
i=1(yi−Lig)2
in (1.5) since there is no directly related data for the inverse function f . Using
this assessment of fit classical data-driven smoothing parameter selection criteria,
specifically, cross-validation (CV) (Allen, 1974), generalized cross-validation (GCV)
(Craven and Wahba, 1979), unbiased risk estimation (Mallows, 1973) and one-sided
cross-validation (Hart and Yi, 1998) can be employed for the MOR estimator.
Rice (1986) demonstrated that a reasonable choice of the smoothing parameter
for making mean squared error small for estimating µ may not be reasonable in terms
of the estimation error incurred for f , and vice versa. O’Sullivan (1986) overviewed
various issues in MOR estimation and the solution to ill-posed inverse problems with
an extension of CV and related smoothing parameter selection criteria that might be
useful for the MOR case. However Wahba (1986) pointed out that the smoothing
parameter selection criteria proposed by O’Sullivan (1986) can be ill-posed.
One of the most important issues regarding selection of smoothing parameters
in the MOR context is when the classical CV or related criteria can provide a good
estimate of the smoothing parameter for estimating the function f . In this regard,
a study of the optimal smoothing parameters for estimating both f and µ has been
considered by Wahba (1990) for the special case of convolution. Specifically, she
assumed that
µ(t) =
∫ 1
0
K(t− s)f(s) ds (1.16)
with periodic kernels and periodic smoothing splines being used to investigate the
large sample properties of µλ and fλ. The Fourier series expansions of µ, K and f in
(1.16) are
µ(t) =
∞∑
j=1
2µj cos(2pijt), with µj =
∫ 1
0
cos(2pijt)µ(t) dt,
10
K(t) =
∞∑
j=1
2kj cos(2pijt), with kj =
∫ 1
0
cos(2pijt)K(t) dt,
f(t) =
∞∑
j=1
2fj cos(2pijt), with fj =
∫ 1
0
cos(2pijt)f(t) dt.
These are employed for asymptotic studies to show convergence properties of the
optimal λ, minimizing either the integrated domain risk,
IDR(λ) =
∫ 1
0
E(f(t)− fλ(t))2 dt (1.17)
or the integrated range risk,
IRR(λ) =
∫ 1
0
E(µ(t)− µλ(t))2 dt (1.18)
as global measures of the performance of the estimators of f and µ. The Fourier
coefficients are assumed to decay algebraically with
fj ∼ j−α, kj ∼ j−β (1.19)
for
α, β ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . .
Let λµ and λf be the minimizers of (1.18) and (1.17), respectively, and take ‖f‖2 =∫ 1
0
(f (m)(t))2 dt. Then, it is shown that as n →∞,
1. when 2m + 1
2
≥ α ≥ 1
2
and m > 1
4
,
λµ ³ λf = O(n−
m+β
α+β ), (1.20)
2. when α > 2m + 1
2
and m > 1
4
,
λµ ³ λf = O(n−
m+β
α+β ), (1.21)
11
3. and when β > α− (2m + 1
2
) or β ≤ α− (2m + 1
2
),
λµ = o(λf ). (1.22)
However Parseval’s relation reveals that∫ 1
0
(f (m)(t))2 dt = 2−1
∞∑
j=1
(2pi)2mj2mf 2j
∼ 2−1
∞∑
j=1
(2pi)2mj2m−2α.
Hence, f (m) does not belong to L2[0, 1] when 2m− 2α ≥ −1.
When we have experimental data, sometimes it is necessary to place some con-
straints on the function f to produce physically valid estimators for the problem at
hand. Wahba (1980) suggested an algorithm for MOR estimators, CV and, GCV for
inequality constrained MOR estimation problems based on the active constraint set
for inequality constraints of the form
Njf ≤ rj, j = 1, . . ., k,
with the Nj’s are bounded linear functionals. It finds a solution iteratively adding
in one of the most violated constraints until the solution satisfies all the constraints.
Let fλc be the minimizer of (1.5) satisfying all the constraints, and let f
[q]
λc be the
minimizer of
n−1
n∑
i=1,i6=q
(yi − g(ti))2 + λ
∫ 1
0
(g(m)(t))2 dt, λ > 0 (1.23)
satisfying the constraints. Let a∗qq(λ, δ) be the differential influence of the qth data
point on the qth predicted value, when the qth data point is perturbed by the amount
of δ, specifically,
a∗qq(λ, δ) = {Lqfλc[y1, . . ., yq−1, yq + δ, yq+1, . . ., yn]− Lqfλc[y1, . . ., yn]}/δ,
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where the notation fλc[y1, . . ., yn] represents that fλc is the constrained minimizer of
(1.23) given the data y1, . . ., yn. In this setting, it is shown that
CV(λ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
yi − Lif [i]λc
]2
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
[yi − Lifλc]2
1− a∗ii(λ, (Lif [i]λc − yi))
,
and
GCV(λ) =
(1/n)
∑n
i=1 [yi − Lifλc]2[
1− (1/n)∑ni=1 a∗ii(λ, (Lif [i]λc − yi))]2 .
Wahba (1982) extended CV and GCV to the MOR problem with constraints in
a closed convex set with a detailed computational algorithm for the CV and GCV
criteria along with applications in meteorology and medicine. Villalobos and Wahba
(1987) adapted the method of GCV for constrained problems for estimating a good
value of the smoothing parameter. Their computation of the GCV estimate of the
smoothing parameter and the constrained spline is based on the active set algorithm
of method 3 of Gill, Gould, Murray, Saunders, and Wright (1982).
It is known (e.g., Eubank (1999), Section 5.6 and references therein) that under
a particular Bayesian model the smoothing spline fitted values µλ(t1), . . ., µλ(tn) are
the posterior means of µ(t1), . . ., µ(tn). This makes it possible to construct a Bayesian
credible interval of the form
P (|µ(ti)− µλ(ti)| ≤ zα/2σ√si) = 1− α, (1.24)
where si is a diagonal element of the smoothing spline hat matrix that maps responses
{y1, . . ., yn} to fitted values {µλ(t1), . . ., µλ(tn)}. The frequentist properties of these
intervals have been studied by Wahba (1990) and Nychka (1988, 1990). In particular,
Nychka (1988) showed that when the coverage probabilities for point-wise intervals
are averaged across the observational data, the average coverage probability is close to
13
the point-wise nominal level with CV being used for smoothing parameter selection.
Using GCV, Nychka (1990) also showed that the estimates of the average posterior
variance converges in probability to a quantity proportional to the expected average
squared error.
1.3 Procedure
Our large sample development will focus on a particular MOR estimator for the case
where the linear functionals are defined by a convolution type operator. In Chapter
II, we present estimators for the mean function and inverse function and discover the
asymptotic relation between the optimal smoothing parameters concerning the levels
of smoothing for estimating the mean function µ and the associated inverse function
f .
Chapter III focuses on practical implementation of the MOR method. We de-
scribe an estimation problem concerning the relaxation distribution from nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments. We present methods for the computation
of MOR estimators in the presence of constraints and criteria for choosing the smooth-
ing parameter. The motivations for CV and related methods for estimating the mean
function and issues and methodology changes in the MOR context are also presented.
Then we discuss Bayesian credible intervals for the mean function and the associated
inverse function.
In Chapter IV, we perform finite sample studies for our constrained MOR esti-
mator with nonnegativity constraints. We investigate the nature of these ill-posed in-
verse problems based on Fourier series implementation. The performance of Bayesian
credible intervals based on empirical point-wise coverage probability are investigated.
We apply our methods to both simulated and experimental data sets to evaluate
their performance. Finally, in Chapter V, we summarize the results presented in this
14
dissertation and discuss their implications with suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER II
ASYMPTOTICS USING A COSINE FOURIER APPROACH
2.1 A Simple Deconvolution Type Problem
In this section we investigate the properties of a particular MOR estimator for the
case where the linear functionals are defined by a convolution type operator of the
form
Ltf =
∫ 1
0
1
2
[K(t− s) + K(t + s)] f(s) ds, (2.1)
where t ∈ [0, 1], the kernel K is assumed to be symmetric on [−1, 1] extended peri-
odically to [−1, 2] with K ∈ C1[−1, 2]. The model is
yi = Lif + εi
= Ltif + εi
= µ(ti) + εi, i = 1, . . ., n, (2.2)
with ti = (2i− 1)/2n, i = 1, . . ., n, and the εi are as in (1.2).
Fourier series provides a means of approximating a function f ∈ L2. In fact the
Fourier series expansion of f is identical to f in the sense of L2. For m ≥ 1, the
Fourier series expansion of f converges to f point-wise. We employ the following
cosine Fourier series expansions and coefficients of f and µ:
f(t) = f0 +
∞∑
j=1
fj
√
2 cos(jpit),
where
f0 =
∫ 1
0
f(t) dt,
fj =
∫ 1
0
f(t)
√
2 cos(jpit) dt, j = 1, 2, . . .,
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and
µ(t) = µ0 +
∞∑
j=1
µj
√
2 cos(jpit),
where
µ0 =
∫ 1
0
µ(t) dt (2.3)
=
∫ 1
0
Ltf dt, (2.4)
µj =
∫ 1
0
µ(t)
√
2 cos(jpit) dt (2.5)
=
∫ 1
0
Ltf
√
2 cos(jpit) dt, j = 1, 2, . . . (2.6)
The following proposition states that the cosine Fourier series expansion of the
kernel function in [0, 1] holds uniformly over [−1, 2].
Proposition 2.1. Let K be symmetric on [−1, 1] extended periodically to [−1, 2] with
K ∈ C1[−1, 2]. Then,
K(u) = k0 +
∞∑
j=1
kj
√
2 cos(jpiu) (2.7)
uniformly in [−1, 2] with
k0 =
∫ 1
0
K(u) du, (2.8)
and
kj =
∫ 1
0
K(u)
√
2 cos(jpiu) du, j = 1, 2, . . . (2.9)
Using Proposition 2.1, we develop a cosine version of the convolution theorem
that holds for the simple deconvolution type problem in (2.1) and allows us to connect
the Fourier coefficients for f to those for µ.
Theorem 2.1. For the convolution type operator Lt as in (2.1), and K as in Propo-
sition 2.1,
µ0 = k0f0,
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µj =
1√
2
kjfj, j = 1, 2, . . . (2.11)
To estimate f we will use an approximation to the minimizer of
n−1
n∑
i=1
(yi − Lig)2 + λ
∫ 1
0
(g′(t))2 dt (2.12)
over all g ∈ W 12 [0, 1] that we obtain from a Fourier analysis argument. From Fourier
analysis we know that any function in W m2 [0, 1] and, in particular, the minimizer of
our MOR criterion can be expressed as
g(·) = g0 +
∞∑
j=1
gj
√
2 cos(jpi(·)).
We will restrict attention to a finite dimensional approximation of the form
g˜(·) = g0 +
n∑
j=1
gj
√
2 cos(jpi(·)).
Now
Lti g˜(·) = k0g0 +
n∑
j=1
kjgj√
2
√
2 cos(jpiti)
and the cosine functions are orthogonal across our uniform design. So, our criterion
reduces to a minimization of
n−1(y −XKg)T (y −XKg) + λgTDg, (2.13)
where
X =
[
1|{
√
2 cos(jpiti)}i=1,n,j=1,n−1
]
,
K = (
√
2)−1diag(
√
2k0, k1, . . ., kn−1),
D = diag(0, pi2, . . ., ((n− 1)pi)2),
y = (y1, . . ., yn)
T ,
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and
g = (g0, . . ., gn−1)
T .
Elementary calculus gives us estimators of µ and f ; namely, with y˜0 = y¯, the response
average, and y˜j = n
−1∑n
i=1 yi
√
2 cos(jpiti), j = 1, . . ., n−1, the sample cosine Fourier
coefficients, we have
µλ(t) = y˜0 +
n−1∑
j=1
k2j y˜j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
= µλ0 +
n−1∑
j=1
µλj
√
2 cos(jpit), (2.14)
where µλ0 = y˜0 and µλj =
k2j y˜j
k2j +2λ(jpi)
2 , j = 1, . . ., n− 1, and (for k0 6= 0 )
fλ(t) =
y˜0
k0
+
n−1∑
j=1
√
2kj y˜j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
= fλ0 +
n−1∑
j=1
fλj
√
2 cos(jpit), (2.15)
where fλ0 =
y˜0
k0
and fλj =
√
2kj y˜j
k2j +2λ(jpi)
2 , j = 1, . . ., n− 1. This follows from the fact that
fλ =
[
K2 + λD
]−1
KT
(
n−1XTy
)
is the minimizer of (2.13) as a function of g.
The following corollary indicates how the estimators in (2.14) and (2.15) weight
the responses.
Corollary 2.1. The estimators in (2.14) and (2.15) can be expressed as the following
linear combinations of responses:
µλ(t) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yiwµ(t, ti),
and
fλ(t) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yiwf (t, ti),
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where
wµ(t, ti) = 1 +
n−1∑
j=1
k2j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
√
2 cos(jpiti),
and
wf (t, ti) =
1
k0
+
n−1∑
j=1
√
2kj
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
√
2 cos(jpiti),
for k0 > 0.
To assess the performance of our estimators of µ and f we consider the integrated
domain risk,
IDR(λ) =
∫ 1
0
E(f(t)− fλ(t))2 dt (2.16)
and the integrated range risk,
IRR(λ) =
∫ 1
0
E(µ(t)− µλ(t))2 dt (2.17)
as global measures of the mean squared errors of the estimators of f and µ, respec-
tively. Here we investigate the optimal λ’s asymptotic behavior for our particular
MOR estimator and develop some asymptotic relations between smoothing parame-
ters minimizing IDR(λ) and IRR(λ).
First observe that
IDR(λ) =
∫ 1
0
E(f(t)− fλ(t))2 dt
=
∫ 1
0
E(f(t)− Efλ(t) + Efλ(t)− fλ(t))2 dt
=
∫ 1
0
(f(t)− Efλ(t))2 dt +
∫ 1
0
Varfλ(t) dt
=
∞∑
j=0
(fj − Efλj)2 +
n−1∑
j=0
Varfλj
=
n−1∑
j=0
(fj − Efλj)2 +
∞∑
j=n
f 2j +
n−1∑
j=0
Varfλj.
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Similarly we have
IRR(λ) =
∫ 1
0
E(µ(t)− µλ(t))2 dt
=
n−1∑
j=0
(µj − Eµλj)2 +
∞∑
j=n
µ2j +
n−1∑
j=0
Varµλj.
Now note that
E(y˜0) = E
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
)
(2.18)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Lif (2.19)
.
= µ0 (2.20)
= k0f0 (2.21)
and
E(y˜j) = E
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(jpiti)
)
(2.22)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Lif
√
2 cos(jpiti) (2.23)
.
= µj (2.24)
=
1√
2
kjfj, j = 1, . . ., n− 1. (2.25)
Let
Wn(t) =
number of ti ≤ t
n
.
Using the same ideas as in Eubank (1999) and integration by parts, the quadrature
errors due to replacing the L2[0, 1] Fourier coefficients with their discrete approxima-
tions in (2.19) and (2.23) are
r0 =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Lif −
∫ 1
0
Ltf dt
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.26)
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=
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
Ltf d(Wn(t)− t)
∣∣∣∣ (2.27)
= O(n−1)‖Ltf‖ (2.28)
and
rj =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Lif
√
2 cos(jpiti)−
∫ 1
0
Ltf
√
2 cos(jpit) dt
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.29)
=
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
Ltf
√
2 cos(jpit) d(Wn(t)− t)
∣∣∣∣ (2.30)
≤
∣∣∣ √2 cos(jpit) ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
Ltf d(Wn(t)− t)
∣∣∣∣ (2.31)
= O(n−1)‖Ltf‖, j = 1, . . ., n− 1.
Thus, for a function µ(·) in W 12 , r0 in (2.26) and rj, j = 1, . . ., n − 1 in (2.29) will
generally be negligible and we will ignore quadrature error in what follows.
Finally we see that the y˜j are uncorrelated in that
Var(y˜0) = Var
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
)
=
σ2
n
,
Cov(y˜0, y˜j) = Cov
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi,
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(jpiti)
)
= E
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi − E(y˜0)
)(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(jpiti)− E(y˜j)
)
=
1
n2
n∑
i=1
n∑
r=1
E(yi − Eyi)(yr − Eyr)
√
2 cos(jpiti)
=
σ2
n2
n∑
i=1
√
2 cos(jpiti)
= 0, j = 1, . . ., n− 1,
and
Cov(y˜j, y˜k) = Cov
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(jpiti),
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(kpiti)
)
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= E
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(jpiti)− E(y˜j)
)(
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
√
2 cos(kpiti)− E(y˜k)
)
=
1
n2
n∑
i=1
n∑
r=1
E(yi − Eyi)(yr − Eyr)
√
2 cos(jpiti)
√
2 cos(kpiti)
=
σ2
n2
n∑
i=1
√
2 cos(jpiti)
√
2 cos(kpiti)
=
σ2
n
δjk, j, k = 1, . . ., n− 1.
Therefore we have
IDR(λ)
.
=
n−1∑
j=1
f 2j
(
2λ(jpi)2
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
)2
+
∞∑
j=n
(fj)
2 +
σ2
n
n−1∑
j=1
2k2j
(k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2)2
. (2.32)
and
IRR(λ)
.
=
n−1∑
j=1
1
2
k2j f
2
j
(
2λ(jpi)2
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
)2
+
∞∑
j=n
1
2
k2j f
2
j +
σ2
n
n−1∑
j=1
k4j
(k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2)2
. (2.33)
To investigate the asymptotic behaviors of IDR(λ) and IRR(λ) we need to make
some assumptions about the Fourier coefficients for f and K. Obviously f 2j → 0 as
j → ∞, from Parseval’s relation, since ‖f‖2 is bounded. However, integration by
parts gives
fj = − 1
jpi
f ′j
with
f ′j =
∫ 1
0
f ′(t)
√
2 sin(jpit) dt, j = 1, 2, . . .,
the Fourier coefficients for f ′ under the sine complete orthonormal sequences for
L2[0, 1]. If we now model the fj as having algebraic decay this entails that we assume
f 2j ∼ C1j−3−α, j = 1, 2, . . . (2.34)
for some positive constants C1 and α. The assumption in (2.34) allows f
2
j to decay
algebraically in a manner that ensures ‖f ′‖2 is bounded. For similar reason we also
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assume that
k2j ∼ C2j−3−β, j = 1, 2, . . . (2.35)
for some positive constants C2 and β. Under condition (2.34),
∞∑
j=n
f 2j ∼
∞∑
j=n
C1j
−3−α
≤ C1
∫ ∞
n−1
1
x3+α
dx
= C∗1 (n− 1)−2−α
∼ C∗1n−2−α,
for C∗1 = −C1/(2 + α). Similarly under conditions (2.34)-(2.35) we have
∞∑
j=n
(µj)
2 =
∞∑
j=n
(1/2)(kjfj)
2
∼
∞∑
j=n
(1/2)C1j
−3−αC2j
−3−β
≤ 1
2
C1C2
∫ ∞
n−1
1
x6+α+β
dx
= C3(n− 1)−5−α−β
∼ C3n−5−α−β,
where C3 = −C1C2/(2(5 + α + β)). Applying (2.34)-(2.35) to the other terms in
IDR(λ) and IRR(λ) as well, we obtain
IDR(λ) ³
n−1∑
j=1
C1j
−3−α
(
(2λpi2)j2
C2j−3−β + (2λpi2)j2
)2
+ C∗1n
−2−α
+
σ2
n
n−1∑
j=1
2C2j
−3−β
(C2j−3−β + (2λpi2)j2)2
= C1C
−2
2 (2pi
2)2λ2
n−1∑
j=1
j7−α+2β
(1 + C−12 (2λpi2)j5+β)2
+ C∗1n
−2−α
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+ 2C−12
σ2
n
n−1∑
j=1
j3+β
(1 + C−12 (2λpi2)j5+β)2
= D1λ
2
n−1∑
j=1
j7−α+2β
(1 + uj5+β)2
+ C∗1n
−2−α + D2n
−1
n−1∑
j=1
j3+β
(1 + uj5+β)2
, (2.36)
where u = C−12 (2pi
2λ), D1 = C1C
−2
2 (2pi
2)2 and D2 = 2C
−1
2 σ
2. Similarly we have
IRR(λ) ³
n−1∑
j=1
1
2
C1j
−3−βC2j
−3−α
(
(2λpi2)j2
C2j−3−β + (2λpi2)j2
)2
+ C3n
−5−α−β
+
σ2
n
n−1∑
j=1
C22j
−6−2β
(C2j−3−β + (2λpi2)j2)2
=
C1
2C2
(2pi2)2λ2
n−1∑
j=1
j4−α+β
(1 + C−12 (2λpi2)j5+β)2
+ C3n
−5−α−β
+
σ2
n
n−1∑
j=1
1
(1 + C−12 (2λpi2)j5+β)2
= D3λ
2
n−1∑
j=1
j4−α+β
(1 + uj5+β)2
+ C3n
−5−α−β + D4n
−1
n−1∑
j=1
1
(1 + uj5+β)2
, (2.37)
where D3 = 2
−1C1C
−1
2 (2pi
2)2 and D4 = σ
2.
We now need to deal with summations of the form
∑∞
k=1 k
s(1 + ukr)−2. For this
purpose we can use the following lemma from Cox (1988).
Lemma 2.1. Let
D(u, s) =
∞∑
k=1
ks(1 + ukr)−2.
Then D(u, s) < ∞ if s < 2r − 1 for all u > 0. Furthermore, if u → 0+ then
D(u, s) ³


u−(s+1)/r if − 1 < s < 2r − 1,
log(1/u) if s = −1,
1 if s < −1.
(2.38)
Applying Lemma 2.1 to our expressions IDR(λ) in (2.36) and IRR(λ) in (2.37)
produces the following results relating the optimal smoothing parameters for estimat-
ing f and µ.
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Theorem 2.2. Let λf and λµ be the optimal regularization parameters minimizing
IDR(λ) and IRR(λ), respectively. For α > 0 and β > 0,
(1) When 0 < α < β + 5,
λµ ³ λf = O(n−
β+5
α+β+6 ), (2.39)
(2) When α ≥ β + 5,
λµ = o(λf ). (2.40)
The primary result of the Theorem is to provide a characterization of when the
optimal smoothing parameter for f and µ have the same rates of decay. Theorem 2.2
states that this occurs when the decay exponent for f is in (0, β +5). In this case one
would expect to obtain similar asymptotic behavior by using, for example, a GCV
estimators of λ for estimation of both µ and f .
In terms of the assumptions required for Theorem 2.2, larger values of α and β
correspond to increased smoothness for f and K. Thus, when α < β +5 this indicate
that f has a high frequency composition in comparison to the kernel function K.
Under these conditions, λµ also minimizes IDR(λ).
However, if β ≤ α − 5, either K has some high frequencies relative to f or f is
too smooth compared to the smoothness of K. In other words, the frequencies of µ
are mostly caused by the frequencies of K. Consequently λµ does not depend on α
or the smoothness of f and λµ = o(λf ). In this case estimation of f using λµ may
not be effective. An example of result (3) can be seen by taking f to be a constant
function, f(·) .= C. In this case α = ∞ and f(·) is very smooth or low frequency.
The convolution of K and f behaves like CK having smoothness similar to that of
K. As a result, λµ is not related to the smoothness of f .
Finally, using the fact that when a + 1 > 0 and 2− (a + 1) > 0∫ ∞
0
ya
(1 + y)2
dy = Γ(a + 1)Γ(2− (a + 1)) (2.41)
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in Beyer (1991), we present a Theorem relating λµ and λf without using Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.3. For λf and λµ as in Theorem 2.2 and α < β + 5, λµ ³ λf =
O(n−
β+5
α+β+6 ).
Let ∆ = {(α, β)|α < β + 5}. We showed that for any (α, β) in ∆, λµ ³ λf =
O(n−
β+5
α+β+6 ) in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We observe that any (α, β) satisfying con-
ditions (1) in Theorem 2.2 belongs to ∆ and λµ ³ λf = O(n−
β+5
α+β+6 ). Thus, the
results from Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 coincide when (α, β) is in ∆ and satisfies
conditions (1) in Theorem 2.2; that is when (α, β) ∈ {(α, β)|α > 0, β > 0, α < β +5}.
However when α ≥ β + 5 Theorem 2.2 applies while Theorem 2.3 does not. On the
other hand, Theorem 2.3 applies for any (α, β) ∈ ∆ while Theorem 2.2 applies only
in subset of ∆ where α and β are positive, {(α, β)|α > 0, β > 0, α < β + 5}.
2.2 Proofs
2.2.1 Proof of Proposition 2.1
Proof. If u ∈ [0, 1] then
K(u) = k0 +
∞∑
j=1
kj
√
2 cos(jpiu)
since K ∈ C1[0, 1]. For u ∈ [−1, 0] we have
k0 +
√
2
∞∑
j=1
kj cos(jpiu) = k0 +
√
2
∞∑
j=1
kj cos(jpi(−u))
= K(−u)
= K(u)
because K is symmetric about 0. If u ∈ [1, 2] then
K(u) = K(2− u)
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and
k0 +
√
2
∞∑
j=1
kj cos(jpi(2− u)) = k0 +
√
2
∞∑
j=1
kj cos(jpiu).
2.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Proof. To prove Theorem 2.1 we show
Lt(1) = k0, (2.42)
and
Lt
√
2 cos(jpi(·)) = kj cos(jpit), j = 1, 2, . . . (2.43)
From the definition of the operator Lt in (2.1) and Proposition 2.1, we have
Lt(1) =
∫ 1
0
1
2
(
K(t− s) + K(t + s)) ds
=
∫ 1
0
1
2
(
k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipi(t− s)) + k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipi(t + s))
)
ds
=
∫ 1
0
1
2
(
k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipit) cos(ipis) +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 sin(ipit) sin(ipis)
+ k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipit) cos(ipis)−
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 sin(ipit) sin(ipis)
)
ds
=
∫ 1
0
(
k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipit) cos(ipis)
)
ds
= k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipit)
∫ 1
0
cos(ipis) ds
= k0,
since ∫ 1
0
cos(ipis) ds = 0.
Similarly,
Lt
√
2 cos(jpi(·)) =
∫ 1
0
1
2
(
K(t− s) + K(t + s))√2 cos(jpis) ds
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=
∫ 1
0
(
k0 +
∞∑
i=1
ki
√
2 cos(ipit) cos(ipis)
)√
2 cos(jpis) ds
= k0
√
2
∫ 1
0
cos(jpis) ds + 2
∞∑
i=1
ki cos(ipit)
∫ 1
0
cos(ipis) cos(jpis) ds
= kj cos(jpit), j = 1, 2, . . .,
because ∫ 1
0
cos(ipis) cos(jpis) ds =
1
2
δij,
where
δij =


0, if i 6= j,
1, if i = j.
Therefore, we have
Ltf = Lt
[
f0 +
∞∑
j=1
fj
√
2 cos(jpit)
]
= k0f0 +
∞∑
j=1
kjfj√
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
= µ0 +
∞∑
j=1
µj
√
2 cos(jpit).
The uniqueness of the Fourier series for Ltf ∈ L2[0, 1] completes the proof.
2.2.3 Proof of Corollary 2.1
Proof. We have
µλ(t) = y˜0 +
n−1∑
j=1
k2j y˜j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
(
1 +
n−1∑
j=1
k2j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
√
2 cos(jpiti)
)
.
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The weight function for µ is
wµ(t, ti) = 1 +
n−1∑
j=1
k2j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
√
2 cos(jpiti).
Similarly, we obtain
fλ(t) =
y˜0
k0
+
n−1∑
j=1
√
2kj y˜j
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
( 1
k0
+
n−1∑
j=1
√
2kj
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
√
2 cos(jpiti)
)
,
and, hence,
wf (t, ti) =
1
k0
+
n−1∑
j=1
√
2kj
k2j + 2λ(jpi)
2
√
2 cos(jpit)
√
2 cos(jpiti).
2.2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Proof. First we consider IDR(λ) when α/2− β < 4. We have
IDR(λ) ³ D1λ2(C−12 2pi2λ)−
2β−α+8
β+5 + D2n
−1λ−
β+4
β+5 + C∗1n
−2−α
= C1C
−α+2
β+5
2 (2pi
2)
α+2
β+5 λ
α+2
β+5 + 2σ2C
− 1
β+5
2 (2pi
2)−
1
β+5 n−1λ−
1
β+5 + C∗1n
−2−α
= D∗1λ
α+2
β+5 + D∗2n
−1λ−
β+4
β+5 + D∗,
where D∗1 = C1C
−α+2
β+5
2 (2pi
2)
α+2
β+5 , D∗2 = 2σ
2C
− 1
β+5
2 (2pi
2)−
1
β+5 and D∗ = C∗1n
−2−α.
Thus,
∂
IDR(λ)
∂λ
³ α + 2
β + 5
D∗1λ
−β−α+3
β+5 − β + 4
β + 5
D∗2n
−1λ−
2β+9
β+5 . (2.44)
and, hence,
λf ³ n−
β+5
α+β+6 .
Similarly if α/2− β = 4
IDR(λ) ³ D1λ2 log(C2(2pi2)−1λ−1) + D∗2n−1λ−
β+4
β+5 + D∗,
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and
∂
IDR(λ)
∂λ
³ λ(2D1 log(C2(2pi2)−1) + 2D1 log λ−1 −D1C−12 (2pi2)) (2.45)
− β + 4
β + 5
D∗2n
−1λ−
2β+9
β+5
= λ(C4 + C5 log λ
−1)− C6n−1λ−
2β+9
β+5 , (2.46)
where C4 = C1C
−1
2 (2pi
2)(2 log(C2(2pi
2)−1)−C−12 (2pi2)), C5 = 2C1C−22 (2pi2)2 and C6 =
β+4
β+5
2σ2C
− 1
β+5
2 (2pi
2)−
1
β+5 . Therefore,
λ
3β+14
β+5 C−16 (C4 + C5 log(λ
−1)) ³ n−1.
In fact, we may observe that
λ
3β+14
β+5 C−16 (C4 + C5 log(λ
−1))
n−1
→ 0, as λ → 0.
Consequently, in this case
λf = o(n
− β+5
3β+14 ).
For α/2− β > 4,
IDR(λ) ³ D1λ2 + D∗2n−1λ−
β+4
β+5 + D∗,
and
∂
IDR(λ)
∂λ
³ 2C1C−22 (2pi2)2λ−
β + 4
β + 5
D∗2n
−1λ−
2β+9
β+5 .
Thus,
λf ³ n−
β+5
3β+14 .
A similar analysis can be conducted for IRR(λ). When α− β < 5, we have
IRR(λ) ³ D3λ2(C−12 (2pi2)λ)−
β−α+5
β+5 + D4n
−1λ−
1
β+5 + C3n
−5−α−β
= D∗3λ
β+α+5
β+5 + D4n
−1λ−
1
β+5 + D∗∗,
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where D∗3 = D3(C
−1
2 (2pi
2))−
β−α+5
β+5 and D∗∗ = C3n−5−α−β,
∂
IRR(λ)
∂λ
³ α + β + 5
β + 5
D∗3λ
α
β+5 − 1
β + 5
D4n
−1λ−
β+6
β+5 ,
giving
λµ ³ n−
β+5
α+β+6 .
If α− β = 5, we have
IRR(λ) ³ D3λ2 log(C2(2pi2)−1λ−1) + D4n−1λ−
1
β+5 + D∗∗,
∂
IRR(λ)
∂λ
³ λ(2D3 log(C2(2pi2)−1) + 2D3 log λ−1 −D3C−12 (2pi2))−
1
β + 5
D4n
−1λ−
β+6
β+5
= λ(C7 + C8 log λ
−1)− C9n−1λ−
β+6
β+5 ,
where C7 = C1C
−1
2 (2pi
2)2(log(C2(2pi
2)−1) − 2−1C−12 (2pi2)), C8 = C1C−12 (2pi2)2 and
C9 = (β + 5)
−1σ2. Thus,
λ
2β+11
β+5 C−19 (C7 + C8 log λ
−1) ³ n−1
implies that
λµ = o(n
− β+5
2β+11 ).
For α− β > 5,
IRR(λ) ³ D3λ2 + D4n−1λ−
1
β+5 + D∗∗,
∂
IRR(λ)
∂λ
³ 2D3λ− 1
β + 5
D4n
−1λ−
β+6
β+5 ,
and, hence,
λµ ³ n−
β+5
2β+11 .
The relation between λf and λµ can be examined by studying their relative
convergence rates as established above. For this purpose we examine the relations in
several regions shown in Figure 1. When α ≤ 5, regardless of the range of β,
λµ ³ λf ³ n−
β+5
α+β+6 .
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The set of points (α, β) satisfying α − β < 5 also satisfies α − 2β < 8. In this
region
λµ ³ λf ³ n−
β+5
α+β+6 .
On the line β = α− 5,
λf ³ n−
β+5
2β+11 ,
λµ = o(n
− β+5
2β+11 ),
and therefore
λµ = o(λf ).
For α/2− 4 < β < α− 5,
λµ = o(λf )
since
λµ
λf
³ n
− β+5
2β+11
n−
β+5
α+β+6
=
( 1
n
)c∗(β+5)
→ 0 as n →∞,
where c∗ = α−β−5
(2β+11)(α+β+6)
> 0.
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FIGURE 1: Selected regions of (α, β) for comparisons of relative convergence rates.
Similarly, on the line β = α/2− 4,
λf = o(n
− β+5
3β+14 ),
and
λµ ³ n−
β+5
2β+11 .
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Thus
λµ = o(λf ).
When β < α/2− 4,
λµ
λf
=
( 1
n
) (β+3)(β+5)
(2β+11)(3β+14) → 0 as n →∞,
and
λµ = o(λf ).
2.2.5 Proof of Theorem 2.3
Proof. We conduct a very similar analysis as in 2.2.4. A change of variables and the
fact stated in (2.41) give us
IDR(λ) ³ D1λ2
n−1∑
j=1
j7−α+2β
(1 + uj5+β)2
+ C∗1n
−2−α + D2n
−1
n−1∑
j=1
j3+β
(1 + uj5+β)2
³ D1λ2n
∫ ∞
0
x7−α+2β
(1 + ux5+β)2
dx + C∗1n
−2−α + D2
∫ ∞
0
x3+β
(1 + ux5+β)2
dx
= A1nλ
α+2
β+5
∫ ∞
0
y
β−α+3
β+5
(1 + y)2
dy + C∗1n
−2−α + A2λ
− (β+4)
β+5
∫ ∞
0
y−
1
β+5
(1 + y)2
dy,
where A1 = D1(β + 5)
−1C
2β−α+8
β+5
2 (2pi
2)
α−2β−8
β+5 and A2 = D2(β + 5)
−1C
β+4
β+5
2 (2pi
2)−
β+4
β+5 .
When β > α/2− 4, we have
IDR(λ) ³ A1nλ
α+2
β+5 Γ(
2β − α + 8
β + 5
)Γ(
α + 2
β + 5
) + C∗1n
−2−α
+ A2λ
− (β+4)
β+5 Γ(
β + 4
β + 5
)Γ(
β + 6
β + 5
)
and
∂
IDR(λ)
∂λ
³ A1(α + 2
β + 5
)Γ(
2β − α + 8
β + 5
)Γ(
α + 2
β + 5
)nλ
α−β−3
β+5
− A2(β + 4
β + 5
)Γ(
β + 4
β + 5
)Γ(
β + 6
β + 5
)λ−
2β+9
β+5 .
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Thus,
λf ³ n−
β+5
α+β+6 .
Similarly if β > α− 5
IRR(λ) ³ D3λ2
n−1∑
j=1
j4−α+β
(1 + uj5+β)2
+ C3n
−5−α−β + D4n
−1
n−1∑
j=1
1
(1 + uj5+β)2
³ D3λ2n
∫ ∞
0
x4−α+β
(1 + ux5+β)2
dx + C3n
−5−α−β + D4
∫ ∞
0
1
(1 + ux5+β)2
dx
= A3nλ
α+β+5
β+5
∫ ∞
0
y−
α
β+5
(1 + y)2
dy + C3n
−5−α−β + A4λ
− 1
β+5
∫ ∞
0
y−
β+4
β+5
(1 + y)2
dy
= A3nλ
α+β+5
β+5 Γ(
β − α + 5
β + 5
)Γ(
β + α + 5
β + 5
) + C3n
−5−α−β
+ A4λ
− 1
β+5 Γ(
1
β + 5
)Γ(
2β + 9
β + 5
),
where A3 = D3(β + 5)
−1C
β−α+5
β+5
2 (2pi
2)
α−β−5
β+5 and A4 = D4(β + 5)
−1C
1
β+5
2 (2pi
2)−
1
β+5 .
Thus,
∂
IRR(λ)
∂λ
³ A3(α + β + 5
β + 5
)Γ(
β − α + 5
β + 5
)Γ(
β + α + 5
β + 5
)nλ
α
β+5
− A4( 1
β + 5
)Γ(
1
β + 5
)Γ(
2β + 9
β + 5
)λ−
β+6
β+5 ,
and, hence,
λµ ³ n−
β+5
α+β+6 .
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CHAPTER III
COMPUTATIONS FOR APPROXIMATION OF METHOD OF
REGULARIZATION ESTIMATORS
3.1 Introduction
Determination of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation of fluids in heteroge-
neous systems has applications in a wide variety of disciplines, including agriculture,
petrophysics, colloid and surface science, food sciences, and biomedicine. For exam-
ple, NMR relaxation measurements in biological tissues probe the nature of malignant
changes (Inch, McCredie, Knispel, Thompson, and Pintar, 1974), the molecular dy-
namics of water in tissues (Gore, Brown, Zhong, and Armitage, 1989), and the struc-
ture of tissue (Belton and Ratcliffe, 1985). These measurements provide insight into
the number and character of identifiable tissue compartments, or information about
the dynamics of molecular exchange processes. Since nuclear spins in biological sam-
ples generally exist in many different environments, the measured magnetization gives
rise to a spectrum of relaxation times. It is evident that a clear understanding of tis-
sue spin relaxation requires reliable methods for data interpretation. A qualitative
interpretation of the relaxation times in various tissues is utilized in diagnostic NMR
imaging in medicine (Whittall, 1991), however, the quantitative and accurate inter-
pretation of relaxation data could greatly increase the information that is gleaned
from such studies.
In the past decade, the application of relaxation measurements to porous me-
dia has generated much interest (Watson and Chang, 1997). The characterization of
pore structures is of fundamental importance for accurate evaluation of many chem-
ical engineering processes, reservoir resources, and petroleum recovery, as well as for
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environmental remediation. One of the most important properties for characterizing a
porous medium is the pore-size distribution. Pore-size distributions are very difficult
to assess with conventional methods, such as mercury porosimetry, gas adsorption,
or microscopic analysis of thin sections. Mercury porosimetry, which is based on a
model of capillary tube bundles for data interpretation, tends to reflect pore throat
sizes. Nitrogen adsorption can only detect a limited range of pore sizes and requires
assumptions of pore shape; and microscopic analysis of thin sections does not allow for
observation of the actual three-dimensional structures or facilitation of the sampling
of reasonably large numbers of pores.
NMR relaxation measurement provides an effective and nondestructive means of
probing a wide range of pore sizes (Gallegos and Smith, 1988; Banavar and Schwartz,
1989; Davies and Packer, 1990). Either longitudinal or transverse relaxation measure-
ments can be used to determine pore-size distributions. Longitudinal relaxation has
the advantage that it is unaffected by molecular diffusion in magnetic field gradients,
while transverse relaxation is generally employed in downhole well-logging measure-
ments because of the efficiency of the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) acquisition
(Kleinberg, 1996). Pore-size distributions are estimated from relaxation data on the
basis of an enhanced relaxation rate of pore fluid spins at the immediate vicinity of
pore boundaries. In the fast-diffusion regime (Brownstein and Tarr, 1977), the en-
hanced relaxation rate exhibited by a single pore is directly related to the product of
surface relaxivity and the pore surface-to-volume ratio. Porous media with a distri-
bution of pore sizes have a nuclear magnetization relaxation that is nonexponential.
A precise determination of the distribution of relaxation times is, therefore, critical
for obtaining the information about pore-size distribution.
Estimation of the relaxation distribution from observed magnetization requires
the solution of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. This is known to be an
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ill-posed problem in the sense that small changes in the observed data can result in
large variations in the estimated distribution. Consequently, the methodology used
for calculation of estimates from measured data can be critical.
To perform the estimation, a performance index is formulated based on, for ex-
ample, least-squares or maximum likelihood estimation principles. The performance
index reflects the precision of the match between measured data and the correspond-
ing values calculated with a representation of the property. The estimate is chosen as
the member of the solution space (i.e., the set of all admissible solutions) that opti-
mizes (or minimizes) the performance index. It is desirable that the solution space be
relatively large so that the true, although unknown, property lies within that space,
or is accurately represented by a member of that space. Some applications use rela-
tively simple functions, or a few discrete components represented as delta functions
(Kleinberg, 1996; Timur, 1969). However, the actual number of components repre-
sented by the data is not known, and little confidence can be placed in the estimates
if the property is not of the assumed form. Moreover, the selection of the location
as well as strengths of the delta functions leads to a nonlinear optimization problem
with some well-known accompanying difficulties regarding its solution. Other studies
represent the candidate solutions with large numbers of delta functions, and impose
regularization to stabilize the solution (Gallegos and Smith, 1988). With regulariza-
tion, the performance index is augmented with a term proportional to the magnitude
of the function estimates, or its derivatives. This has the advantage of providing for
a larger solution space for the estimates. However, we expect the relaxation distri-
butions in heterogeneous systems to be relatively smooth functions, a property not
shared by estimates obtained by those methods. A better approach is to use B-splines
for representing the solution space (Liaw et al., 1996). In this method, the estimates
are continuous functions, rather than a set of discrete components. The selection of
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the regularization parameter, which determines the relative smoothing provided by
the regularization term, is problematic. Various ad hoc and graphical methods have
been proposed in the literature.
In this chapter, we present nonparametric regression techniques to develop a
method for estimating relaxation distributions from NMR relaxation data. Through-
out the chapter, theories and methodologies are not limited to the estimation of
relaxation distributions but are developed to provide solutions for general, ill-posed
inverse problems.
3.2 Approximation of MOR Estimators
3.2.1 Relaxation Distributions from NMR experiments
NMR longitudinal and transverse relaxation measurements are usually made using
standard pulse sequences, i.e., inversion-recovery and CPMG sequences, respectively.
The general expression for the magnetization µ at relaxation delay time t is given by
µ(t) = µ0
∫ τmax
τmin
f(τ)K(t, τ) dτ, (3.1)
where f(τ) is the unknown relaxation distribution, µ0 is the limit of magnetization,
K(t, τ) is the specified kernel function (Liaw et al., 1996). The experiment is called
a T1 or T2 experiment when the relaxation delay time τ is for inversion-recovery
measurements or CPMG measurements, respectively. The limits on the integral in
(3.1) are chosen to contain the values of τ expected for the sample being studied.
To simplify the model and notation without loss of generality, we assume µ0 = 1
throughout the chapter. The relaxation distribution f(τ) is assumed to satisfy∫ τmax
τmin
f(τ) dτ = 1
and
f(τ) ≥ 0 (3.2)
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for all τ ∈ [τmin, τmax]. The form of the kernel function is
K(t, τ) = 1− α exp
(
− t
τ
)
, (3.3)
where α
.
= 2 for inversion-recovery measurements and
K(t, τ) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
(3.4)
for CPMG measurements. In the T1 case, we can either use α = 2 in (3.3) or include
it in the estimation problem. We then have
1− µ(t) =
∫ τmax
τmin
αf(τ) exp
(
− t
τ
)
dτ (3.5)
=
∫ τmax
τmin
g(τ) exp
(
− t
τ
)
dτ, (3.6)
where
g(τ) = αf(τ).
In this case, we estimate g(τ) and obtain a normalized relaxation density estimator
of f(τ) using the relation
f(τ) =
g(τ)∫ τmax
τmin
g(τ) dτ
.
Our objective is to estimate the relaxation distribution function from discrete
noisy observations of µ(t). This amounts to a solution of the Fredholm integral
equation stated in (3.1). In natural media, we expect the relaxation distribution to
be well represented by a smooth, continuous function. However, the form of that
function is not known a priori, and should be part of the estimation process. In terms
of approximating the MOR estimator, the usual approach is to find an approximation
of the MOR estimator in a finite dimensional function subspace. We employ B-splines
for this purpose but intend to develop an algorithm of sufficient generality to allow for
other choices. We approximate the unknown relaxation distribution with p coefficients
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and basis function by
f(τ)
.
=
p∑
j=1
βjxrj(τ),
where the {xrj}j=1,p are the B-spline basis functions for splines of order r with knots
at points τ1, . . ., τm in [τmin, τmax], p = r + m and the βj are their corresponding
coefficients. We assume p is large enough that it play no roles in the smoothing
process.
Splines are piecewise polynomials, the different polynomial segments of which
have been joined together at knots to ensure continuity properties. A spline of order
r has r − 2 continuous derivatives providing the smoothest possible piecewise poly-
nomial. It is also known that every continuous function on a finite domain can be
approximated arbitrarily well by splines with sufficient numbers of knots (Schumaker,
1990). Some other nice properties of splines can be found in de Boor (1978).
3.2.2 Computations of Approximate MOR Estimators without Constraints
Let y1, . . ., yn represent the observed magnetization data at relaxation delay times
t1, . . ., tn and assume that
yi = µ(ti) + εi (3.7)
= Lif + εi
=
∫ τmax
τmin
f(τ)K(ti, τ) dτ + εi
.
=
∫ τmax
τmin
p∑
j=1
βjxrj(τ)K(ti, τ) dτ + εi
=
p∑
j=1
βj
∫ τmax
τmin
xrj(τ)K(ti, τ) dτ + εi
=
p∑
j=1
βjLixrj + εi, i = 1, . . ., n, (3.8)
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where Li, i = 1, . . ., n, are the linear functionals representing the integration operator
based on a kernel function K, and the εi, i = 1, . . ., n, are zero mean, uncorrelated
random variables with common variance σ2. Rewriting the model shown in (3.8)
using vector-matrix notation, we have
y
.
= Lβ + ε, (3.9)
where y = (y1, . . ., yn)
T , L = {Lixrj}i=1,...,n,j=1,...,p, β = (β1, . . ., βp)T , and ε =
(ε1, . . ., εn)
T . For a given λ > 0, an approximate MOR estimator is provided by
the minimizer bλ = (bλ1, . . ., bλp)
T with respect to b = (b1, . . ., bp)
T of
n−1(y − Lb)T (y − Lb) + λbT Ωb, (3.10)
for Ω = {∫ τmax
τmin
x
(m)
ri (τ)x
(m)
rj (τ) dτ}i=1,...,p, j=1,...,p. Differentiating (3.10) with respect
to b, we have
(LTL + nλΩ)bλ = L
Ty, (3.11)
or assuming (LTL + nλΩ) is invertable,
bλ = (L
TL + nλΩ)−1LTy. (3.12)
Consequently the approximate MOR estimate of the relaxation distribution is
fλ(τ) =
p∑
j=1
bλjxrj(τ)
for τ ∈ [τmin, τmax] with bλ = (bλ1, . . ., bλp)T .
Estimation of the mean magnetization µ(·) is obtained from
µλ = (µλ(t1), . . ., µλ(tn))
T
= (L1fλ, . . ., Lnfλ)
T
= Lbλ
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= L(LTL + nλΩ)−1LTy. (3.13)
Equation (3.13) gives the form of a hat matrix H(λ) that transforms y responses to
fitted value with
H(λ) = L(LTL + nλΩ)−1LT . (3.14)
It is possible to compute bλ using ordinary least-squares methods as we will
now demonstrate. This approach also allows us to characterize the properties of the
resulting soultion.
By definition, the matrix Ω is symmetric and positive semidefinite. Therefore we
can write
Ω = ΓTDΓ
= (D1/2Γ)T (D1/2Γ),
where D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of Ω, D1/2 is a diagonal matrix
with the square roots of the eigenvalues of Ω, and Γ is an orthogonal matrix. The
matrix D1/2 exists since Ω has p nonnegative eigenvalues. Let
A(n+p)×p(λ) =

 Ln×p√
nλ(D1/2Γ)p×p

 , (3.15)
and
Y(n+p)×1 =

yn×1
0p×1

 . (3.16)
Then, we have
‖ Y −A(λ)b ‖2 ≡ (Y −A(λ)b)T (Y −A(λ)b) (3.17)
= (y − Lb)T (y − Lb) + nλbTΩb. (3.18)
We establish the existence of a unique solution of minimum length for
‖ Y −A(λ)b ‖2, (3.19)
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Theorem 3.1. Let the rank of A(n+p)×p be r ≤ p and let A have QR decomposition
A(λ) = QRST ,
where Q(n+p)×(n+p) and Sp×p are orthogonal matrices, R(n+p)×p has the form
R =

R11 0
0 0

 ,
and R11 is a r× r full rank matrix. Then, the unique solution of minimum length for
(3.19) is
bλ = S[(R
−1
11 v1)
T ,0T ]T
with
v = (vT1 ,v
T
2 )
T
= QTY.
The unique solution for (3.11) exists only when (LTL + nλΩ) is full rank. If
(LTL + nλΩ) is not full rank, Theorem 3.1 shows that there exist a solution of
minimum length for the problem minimizing (3.10). The solution does not depend
on the choice of orthogonal decomposition. In practice a QR factorization of A(λ) is
obtained using the Householder transformation which produces a factorization where
R11 is an upper-triangular matrix. Therefore, the final solution is easily obtained
by backward substitution to (3.58); see (3.58) -(3.60) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in
Section 3.6.
3.2.3 Computation of Approximate MOR Estimators with Inequality Constraints
An MOR estimator can often be qualitatively improved by the addition of constraints.
When a function we are estimating is from experimental data, it is particularly neces-
sary to impose certain constraints to the estimation process in order to have physically
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valid estimators. In our estimation of the relaxation distribution, non-negativity con-
straints are placed in equation (3.2). For a collection of points τ1, . . ., τq in [τmin, τmax],
we can consider constraints
f(τi) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . ., q, (3.20)
or equivalently
Xβ ≥ 0, (3.21)
where
X = {xmj (τi)}i=1,...,q, j=1,...,p.
For constraints (3.20) and (3.21) to be consistent with (3.2), it is necessary to have
a sufficiently fine grid of evaluation points τ1, . . ., τq. The other way is to add a
strong sufficient condition for the non-negativity of f(τ). Since B-spline bases are
nonnegative, the constraints
β ≥ 0 (3.22)
can provide a solution in the sense that the solution is consistent with (3.2) for all
τ ∈ [τmin, τmax].
In this dissertation, we develop methods for obtaining an approximate MOR
estimator subject to general inequality constraints for β of the form
Gq×pβp×1 ≥ hq×1,
where G is a known matrix and
h = (h1, . . ., hq)
T
is a specified vector. The criterion in (3.10) then becomes minimization of
n−1(y − Lb)T (y − Lb) + λbTΩb, (3.23)
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subject to
Gb ≥ h,
or equivalently minimization of
‖ Y −A(λ)b ‖2, (3.24)
subject to
Gb ≥ h, (3.25)
where A(λ) and Y are defined as in (3.15) and (3.16), respectively.
To solve problem (3.24)-(3.25), we will employ computational algorithms for
constrained least-squares problems described in Lawson and Hanson (1974). The key
idea is to solve sequences of equality constrained minimization problems by adding
and dropping constraints iteratively until necessary conditions for the existence of
the solution of (3.24) are satisfied. The sequences of equality constrained problems
are solved by via unconstrained minimization methods that eliminates the equality
constraints.
The primary algorithm we will employ is for obtaining a minimum norm solution
uˆ to minimization of uTu subject to Eu ≥ e. This is accomplished via solution of
an appropriate dual problem as described on page 165 of the Lawson and Hanson
(1974) text. However, in order to apply their algorithm, we must first transform our
minimization problem into one that can be addressed by their methods.
First let us write
A(λ) = Q

R 0
0 0

ST , (3.26)
where Q(n+p)×(n+p) and Sp×p are orthogonal matrices and Rr×r is a full rank upper
triangular matrix. We may then define
u = STb,
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g = QTY
and partition the vectors u, g as
u =

u1
u2

 } r
} p− r
, g =

g1
g2

 } r
} p− r
to obtain
(Y −A(λ)b)T (Y −A(λ)b) =

Q

R 0
0 0

STb−Y


T Q

R 0
0 0

STb−Y


=



R 0
0 0

STb−QTY


T 

R 0
0 0

STb−QTY


= (Ru1 − g1)T (Ru1 − g1) + gT2 g2
=‖ z ‖2 + ‖ g2 ‖2,
where z = Ru1 − g1. Note that the matrix R is full rank and upper triangular, so
R−1 exists.
Now define
G˜ ≡ GS

R−1 0
0 I


= [
r︷︸︸︷
G˜1
p−r︷︸︸︷
G˜2 ].
Then
Gb = GS

u1
u2


= GS

R−1 0
0 I



R 0
0 I



u1
u2


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= G˜

Ru1
u2


and the original inequality constraints
Gb ≥ h
become
G˜1z + G˜1g1 + G˜2u2 ≥ h.
We therefore employ the Lawson and Hanson (1974) methods to find the minimizer
zˆ of zTz subject to
G˜1z ≥ h− G˜1g1 − G˜2u2
and the minimizer of uT2 u2 subject to
G˜2u2 ≥ h− G˜1zˆ− G˜1g1
and then iterate back and forth to solution.
3.3 Development of Hat Matrices
In the previous sections we have discussed how to compute the solutions of our mini-
mization problem with inequality constraints. In this section we develop hat matrices
for this MOR estimators settings. The key to accomplishing this is the Kuhn-Tucker
theorem (Kuhn and Tucker, 1951) that tells us the constrained solution bλ will be
such that the elements of Gbλ = {ci}i=1,...,q may be partitioned into two sets E∗ and
E¯∗ with ci = hi, i ∈ E∗ and ci > hi, i ∈ E¯∗. Consequently, the minimizer bλ of the
inequality constrained minimization problem
n−1(y − Lb)T (y − Lb) + λbTΩb, (3.27)
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subject to
Gb ≥ h
is also the minimizer of
n−1(y − Lb)T (y − Lb) + λbTΩb, (3.28)
subject to
Rb = r,
where R = GE∗ and r = hE∗ are the rows of G and h that correspond to the active
constraints with indices in E∗. Using this we obtain the following result concerning
the form of estimator.
Theorem 3.2. There exists the unique solution bλ that achieves the global minimum
of (3.27) or equivalently (3.28) and the form is
bλ =
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
L˜Ty −
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
[I−PR]
[
LTL + nλΩ
]
R−r + R−r,
(3.29)
where
R− = RT (RRT )−1,
PR = R
−R,
L˜ = L(I−PR),
Ω˜ = (I−PR)Ω(I−PR),
(·)− is a generalized inverse of (·), and R is as stated in (3.28).
One may deduce the form of the constrained smoothing spline hat matrix from
Theorem 3.2. In particular when g = 0 we see that
yλ = L
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
L˜Ty
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and the corresponding hat matrix Hˆ(λ) is defined by
Hˆ(λ) = L
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
L˜T , (3.30)
where L˜ and Ω˜ are as stated in Theorem 3.2.
More generally, the hat matrix can be developed for general constraints based
on transformations. We define z as the transformation of y such that
z =
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r] .
We have (I−PR)− = (I−PR) since the matrix (I−PR) is symmetric and idempo-
tent. We observe that
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
(I−PR)z = bλ −R−r
and
yλ = Lbλ
= H˜(λ)z + LR−r
where
H˜(λ) = L
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
(I−PR).
Let zλ be yλ − LR−r. Then we have
zλ = H˜(λ)z.
We summarize these results in the next Corollary.
Corollary 3.1. There exists a hat matrix H˜(λ) that maps z to zλ, where z and zλ
are transformations of y and yλ, respectively, such that
z =
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r] ,
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zλ = yλ − LR−r,
and the hat matrix H˜(λ) is defined by
H˜(λ) = L
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
(I−PR).
Corollary 3.1 gives a solution for a closed form of the hat matrix for transformed
responses z and predictions of responses zλ. Note that z here can be regarded as
representing the unique information in the data after information from the constraints
is removed.
3.4 Selection of the Smoothing Parameter
We have shown how to calculate the approximate MOR estimator bλ for a given
smoothing parameter λ. We now address the issue of choosing λ adaptively from the
data.
Data-driven criteria for the selection of λ play a very important role in the
performance of the estimator. For example, if we use a very small value of λ in the
minimization criterion in (3.10), then the result will generally be too rough. In such
a case we are primarily seeking a solution that minimizes n−1
∑n
i=1(yi − Lifλ)2. As
a result, the estimated function fλ may lose its physical validity. On the other hand,
if a very large λ is employed this may result in an estimate fλ that is too smooth.
We lose data information in this case since the minimization in (3.10) corresponds
primarily to minimization of the regularization term.
There are several ways of selecting a value for the smoothing parameter. One
might decide upon a value for λ after trying many values of λ in an ad-hoc fashion.
The basis for the decision can be one’s experience or the expected degree of smooth-
ness of the function being estimated based on some physical background. However,
this method would require a lot of time and thus would not be very effective, partic-
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ularly since the value of λ can be any finite positive real number. Choosing one value
from such a big range would not be an easy task.
In this chapter we develop a criterion for the choice of λ, especially when con-
strained smoothing splines are employed. To discuss the selection of a smoothing
parameter further, we present the necessary motivation for developing our proposed
criterion. First, we consider the unconstrained model for the approximate MOR esti-
mator in (3.9), minimization criterion in (3.10) and the resulting hat matrix in (3.14).
The responses y1, . . ., yn are observed values from an unknown function µ at design
points t1, . . ., tn with random errors. Consider an estimator for f ,
fλ(·) =
p∑
j=1
bλjxrj(·),
with
Lfλ = (L1fλ, . . ., Lnfλ)T (3.31)
= H(λ)y, (3.32)
where λ ∈ (0,∞). Note that the L in (3.31) is introduced to simplify notation and
that it is different from the L in (3.9). The next question is how to choose λ in (0,∞)
to find a good estimator fλ
An ideal criterion for choosing λ might be the minimizer of integrated domain
loss
IDL(λ) =
∫ τmax
τmin
[f(τ)− fλ(τ)]2 dτ (3.33)
or the integrated domain risk
IDR(λ) =
∫ τmax
τmin
E[f(τ)− fλ(τ)]2 dτ. (3.34)
Unfortunately, there is no known practical estimator of IDL(λ) or IDR(λ). One
possible way might be to find a matrix C such that
ECy = f.
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However, this can be effectively accomplished only for a few well-understood, special
cases and it in general may lead to very ill-posed problems.
Thus, instead of considering the distance between f and fλ directly, we consider
distance measures between Lf and Lfλ, where L is as in (3.31). First we can think
about the squared Euclidean distance between Lf and Lfλ or, equivalently, the loss
defined by
L(λ) = n−1(Lf − Lfλ)T (Lf − Lfλ) (3.35)
= n−1(µ− Lfλ)T (µ− Lfλ). (3.36)
Or we can consider the risk, i.e., the expected value of the loss defined by
R(λ) = E(L(λ)). (3.37)
A minimizer of L(λ) provides a good estimator for a particular data set and a mini-
mizer of R(λ) provides a good estimator for the prediction of future responses or in
repeated samplings.
When we want a good estimator as a predictor of a future set of observations
the prediction risk can be considered. In this case, we are looking for a predictor of
y∗ = Lf + ε∗, (3.38)
where ε∗ is a vector of random errors with zero means that are uncorrelated with each
other and with ε, and have common variance, σ2. The prediction risk is defined by
P(λ) = n−1(y∗ − Lfλ)T (y∗ − Lfλ). (3.39)
The relation between P(λ) and R(λ) is that
P(λ) = R(λ) + σ2,
and, therefore, the minimizer of P(λ) and R(λ) are the same.
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In practice, L(λ), R(λ) and P(λ) cannot be used directly since the mean function
Lf is unknown. Under our models in (3.7) we see Ey = µ. Thus, P(λ) might be
estimated by the SSR(λ) where
SSR(λ) = (y − Lfλ)T (y − Lfλ)
= (y −H(λ)y)T (y −H(λ)y)
= yT (I−H(λ))2y.
To access the performance of 1
n
SSR(λ) as an estimator of P (λ) we observe that
E(SSR(λ)) = µT (I−H(λ))2µ + σ2tr[(I−H(λ))2]
= µT (I−H(λ))2µ + nσ2 + σ2tr[H(λ)2]− 2σ2tr[H(λ)]
and
P(λ) = σ2 + R(λ)
= σ2 +
1
n
E(µ− Lfλ)T (µ− Lfλ)
= σ2 +
1
n
µT (I−H(λ))2µ + σ
2
n
tr[H(λ)2].
Then an unbiased estimator of P(λ) is
Pˆ(λ) =
1
n
SSR(λ) +
2σ2
n
tr[H(λ)],
since the bias is − 2σ2
n
tr[H(λ)] and an unbiased estimator of the risk is
Rˆ(λ) =
1
n
RSS(λ) +
2σ2
n
tr[H(λ)]− σ2.
The generalized cross-validation (GCV) criterion was proposed by Craven and
Wahba (1979). Assuming that tr[H(λ)] < n, GCV(λ) is defined by
GCV(λ) =
(1/n)
∑n
i=1 [yi − Lifλ]2
[1− (1/n)trH(λ)]2 .
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It may be shown that GCV(λ) is a (biased) estimator of P(λ) that has various consis-
tency and optimality properties as demonstrated, e.g., by Craven and Wahba (1979),
Golub, Heath, and Wahba (1979), Nychka (1984) and Rice (1984).
To use Pˆ(λ) we will generally require an estimate of σ2. For this purpose one
may use the Gasser, Sroka, and Jennen-Steinmetz (1986) estimator of σ2 based on
pseudo-residuals. Defining the i-th pseudo-residual ε˜i to be
ε˜i = ciyi−1 + diyi+1 − yi, i = 1, . . ., n− 1,
where
ci =
ti+1 − ti
ti+1 − ti−1
and
di =
ti − ti−1
ti+1 − ti−1
we obtain the variance estimator
σˆ2 = (n− 2)−1
n−1∑
i=2
ε˜2i
c2i + d
2
i + 1
.
Gasser et al. (1986) found that under mild restrictions, σˆ2 is a
√
n-consistent estimator
of σ2 and
√
n(σˆ2 − σ2) d→N(0, V ).
We now extend the previous data-driven criteria to include MOR estimators from
(3.27) or equivalently from (3.28). We consider the same transformations of y and
yλ that depend on R
−r in Corollary 3.1. More specifically,
z =
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r] , (3.40)
zλ = yλ − LR−r (3.41)
and the hat matrix H˜(λ) is defined by
H˜(λ) = L
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
(I−PR). (3.42)
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Since minimizing (y −H(λ)y)T (y −H(λ)y) subject to Rβ = r is the same as mini-
mizing (z− H˜(λ)z)T (z− H˜(λ)z), this suggests the following approach to selecting λ
for constrained problems.
Let z, zλ and H˜(λ) be as in (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42), respectively. With the
active constraint
Rb = r, (3.43)
resulting from an inequality constrained problem. Then we define
PˆC(λ) = n
−1(z− zλ)T (z− zλ) + 2σ
2
n
tr[H˜(λ)],
and
GCVC(λ) =
(1/n)
∑n
i=1 [zi − zλi]2[
1− (1/n)trH˜(λ)
]2 (3.44)
as parallels of Pˆ(λ) and GCV(λ) that can be used in the constrained setting.
The use of these criteria would appear to entail calculations involving generalized
inverses and the trace of H˜(λ). In the special, but important case when r = 0, there
are simplifications and we find that
Hˆ(λ) = L(L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜)−L˜T
= L(I−PR)(LTL + nλΩ)−(I−PR)LT
= L(LTL + nλΩ)−1LT − LPR(LTL + nλΩ)−1LT
− L(LTL + nλΩ)−1PRLT + LPR(LTL + nλΩ)−1PRLT .
Therefore, we observe
tr(Hˆ(λ)) = tr(H(λ))− tr
{
(LTL + nλΩ)−1LTLPR
}
. (3.45)
Consequently, the problem becomes one of computing the trace for the unconstrained
estimator and MOR “fit” to the columns of LPR.
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3.5 Bayesian Credible Intervals
As a tool for inference about estimated functions we present point-wise Bayesian
credible intervals for the mean function and the associated inverse function similar to
those of Wahba (1983). These Bayesian credible intervals can be used to reflect the
variability and uncertainty of our function estimators.
First we develop a Bayesian model that is related to our MOR estimator. For a
normally distributed ε = (ε1, . . ., εn)
T , y is distributed n-variate normal Nn(Lβ, σ
2I).
The likelihood function of y is
pβ(y) =
1
(2piσ2)
n
2
exp
[
− 1
2σ2
(y − Lβ)T (y − Lβ)
]
.
To motivate the prior distribution of β, we see that the minimization of criterion
(3.10) is the same as maximizing
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
{
(y − Lβ)T (y − Lβ) + nλβTΩβ}} . (3.46)
Thus, up to proportionality constants, we set the prior for β to be
f(β) ∝ exp
{
− nλ
2σ2
βTΩβ
}
.
The joint density for y and β is then proportional to
exp
{
− nλ
2σ2
βTΩβ
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
(y − Lβ)T (y − Lβ)
}
= exp
{
− nλ
2σ2
βTΩβ
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
(yTy − 2βTLT y + βTLTLβ)
}
= exp
{
− 1
2σ2
(
nλβTΩβ − yTy − 2βTLTy + βTLTLβ)}
= exp
{
− 1
2σ2
(
βT
[
LTL + nλΩ
]
β − 2βTLTy)} exp{− 1
2σ2
(
yTy
)}
= exp
{
−1
2
(
β − [LTL + nλΩ]−1 LTy)T [LTL + nλΩ]
σ2
(
β − [LTL + nλΩ]−1 LTy)}
· exp
{
− 1
2σ2
[ (
yTy
)− (LTy)T [LTL + nλΩ]−1 (LTy)]} .
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Therefore, we obtain the posterior distribution
f(β|y) = Np
([
LTL + nλΩ
]−1
LTy, σ2
[
LTL + nλΩ
]−1)
(3.47)
which gives the posterior mean
E(β|y) = βλ
=
[
LTL + nλΩ
]−1
LTy
as a Bayes estimator of β and a posterior variance-covariance matrix
Cov(β|y) = σ2 [LTL + nλΩ]−1 .
The posterior mean is the maximum likelihood estimator of β since it is the mean of
the p-variate normal distribution in (3.47).
Let S(λ) be the matrix
[
LTL + nλΩ
]−1
and sii(λ) be the i-th diagonal element
of the S(λ) matrix. For a known σ2, a 100(1−α)% Bayesian credible interval for the
i-th element βi of β is
βλi ± zα/2σ
√
sii(λ),
where zα/2 denotes the 100(1− α/2)% quantile of the standard normal distribution.
Furthermore, for a specified vector a = (a1, . . ., ap)
T , we have
E(aT β|y) = aT E(β|y)
= aT βλ
and
Var(aT β|y) = aT Cov(β|y)a
= σ2aT
[
LTL + nλΩ
]−1
a.
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Therefore, a 100(1− α)% Bayesian credible interval for aT β is
aT βλ ± zα/2σ
√
aT [LTL + nλΩ]−1 a.
In particular, if we let lTi be the i-th row vector of L so that
µ(ti) = l
T
i β
and
µλ(ti) = l
T
i βλ, (3.48)
a 100(1− α)% Bayesian credible interval for µ(ti) is
µλ(ti)± zα/2σ
√
lTi [L
TL + nλΩ]−1 li (3.49)
or, equivalently,
µλ(ti)± zα/2σ
√
hii(λ), (3.50)
where hii(λ) is the i-th diagonal element of the hat matrix H(λ) = L
[
LTL + nλΩ
]−1
LT .
Now let the vector of basis functions for splines of order r at an evaluational
point τ be
xTr (τ) = (xr1(τ), . . ., xrp(τ)). (3.51)
Then the approximate MOR estimator at τ is
fλ(τ) = x
T (τ)βλ, (3.52)
and a 100(1− α)% Bayesian credible interval for f(τ) is
fλ(τ)± zα/2σ
√
xT (τ) [LTL + nλΩ]−1 x(τ). (3.53)
We can also develop Bayesian credible intervals for a constrained model using
techniques similar to those of the proof of Theorem 3.2. The minimization criterion
(y − Lb)T (y − Lb) + nλbTΩb
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subject to
Rb = r,
is the same as
max
β
exp
{− 1
2σ2
(y − LR−r + L(I−PR)β)T (y − LR−r + L(I−PR)β)
+ nλ(R−r + (I−PR)β)TΩ(R−r + (I−PR)β)
}
, (3.54)
due to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Similarly, as in Section 3.5, the likelihood function
of y is
pβ(y) =
1
(2piσ2)
n
2
exp
[
− 1
2σ2
(y − LR−r + L(I−PR)β)T (y − LR−r + L(I−PR)β)
]
.
We then set a prior for β to be
f(β) ∝ exp
{
− nλ
2σ2
(R−r + (I−PR)β)TΩ(R−r + (I−PR)β)
}
in order to incorporate the constraint. The joint density for y and β is then propor-
tional to
exp
{− 1
2σ2
(y − LR−r + L(I−PR)β)T (y − LR−r + L(I−PR)β)
+ nλ(R−r + (I−PR)β)TΩ(R−r + (I−PR)β)
}
= exp
{
−1
2
(
β −
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]− [
L˜Ty − L˜TLR−r− (I−PR)ΩR−r
])T
·
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]
σ2
(
β −
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]− [
L˜Ty − L˜TLR−r− (I−PR)ΩR−r
])}
· exp
{
− 1
2σ2
g(y)
}
,
where
g(y) =
(
yTy − 2LR−ryT + (LR−r)T (LR−r) + (R−r)TΩ(R−r)
)
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−
[
L˜Ty − L˜TLR−r− (I−PR)ΩR−r
]T [
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
·
[
L˜Ty − L˜TLR−r− (I−PR)ΩR−r
]
.
The resulting posterior distribution is a (p− rank(R))-variate normal distribution
with the posterior mean
E(β|y) =
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]− [
L˜Ty − L˜TLR−r− (I−PR)ΩR−r
]
and the posterior variance-covariance matrix
Cov(β|y) = σ2
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
.
The forms of credible intervals come from the same methods discussed for uncon-
strained credible intervals. We define the credible intervals for the constrained prob-
lem in the next Definition.
Definition 3.1. For inequality constraints Gβ ≥ h, with active equality constraints
Rβ = r, the 100(1− α)% Bayesian credible interval for µ(ti) is
µλ(ti)± zα/2σ
√
lTi
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
li (3.55)
and a 100(1− α)% Bayesian credible interval for f(τ) is
fλ(τ)± zα/2σ
√
xT (τ)
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
x(τ), (3.56)
where µλ(ti) and fλ(τ) are constrained estimates of µ(ti) and f(τ), respectively, ob-
tained via formulas (3.48) and (3.52) using the constrained estimate βλ, l
T
i is the
i-th row vector of L, x(τ) is defined as in (3.51), PR = R
−R, L˜ = L(I−PR), and
Ω˜ = (I−PR)Ω(I−PR).
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3.6 Proofs
3.6.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Proof. We adapt the proof by Lawson and Hanson (1974). First define
u = STb
=

u1
u2

 } r
} p− r ,
and
v = QTY
=

v1
v2

 } r
} n + p− r .
The invariance property of the Euclidean length for orthogonal matrices gives us
‖ Y −A(λ)b ‖2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Y −Q

R11 0
0 0

STb
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Q
TY −

R11 0
0 0

STb
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

v1
v2

−

R11 0
0 0



u1
u2


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
= ||v1 −R11u1||2 + ||v2||2 . (3.57)
The term vT2 v2 in (3.57) is a constant. The unique solution uλ1 of
R11u1 = v1 (3.58)
exists since R11 is full rank. Then all solutions to the problem in (3.57) are of the
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form
uλ =

uλ1
u2

 , (3.59)
where u2 is arbitrary. The minimum length vector uλ corresponds to u2 = 0. There-
fore, the unique solution of minimum length is
bλ = S

uλ1
0

 . (3.60)
3.6.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2
Proof. Let R− represent the generalized inverse of R and observe that PR and I−PR
are symmetric and idempotent. Now, for any b satisfying Rb = r we have
b = PRb + (I−PR)b
= R−Rb + (I−PR)b
= R−r + (I−PR)b. (3.61)
Using this representation the minimization criterion (3.28) becomes
J(b) =
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)b
]T [
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)b
]
+ nλ
[
R−r + (I−PR)b
]T
Ω
[
R−r + (I−PR)b
]
. (3.62)
Now we differentiate J(b) with respect to b to obtain
1
2
∂J(b)
∂b
= −(I−PR)TLTy + (I−PR)TLTLR−r
+ (I−PR)TLTL(I−PR)b + nλ(I−PR)TΩR−r
+ nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)b,
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which gives the normal equations
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]
b
= (I−PR)T
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r] (3.63)
or, equivalently,
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]
(I−PR)b
= (I−PR)T
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r] (3.64)
and, hense
bλ =
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]−
· (I−PR)T
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r]+ R−r
Let bg = bλ −R−r. We observe the following facts.
(F1) bg is invariant with respect to multiplication of (I−PR) since
(I−PR)
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]−
=
[{(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)}(I−PR)]−
=
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]−
,
(I−PR)− = (I−PR)
and
(I−PR)2 = (I−PR).
(F2) Using (F1), we have
Rbg = R(I−PR)bg
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= (R−RR−R)bg
= 0.
(F3) bλ = bg + R
−r is consistent with Rb = r. (F3) results from (F2) along with
the fact that
Rbλ = 0 + RR
−r
= r,
and
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]
R−r = 0
since
(I−PR)R− = 0.
As a result of (F1)-(F3),
bλ =
[
(I−PR)TLTL(I−PR) + nλ(I−PR)TΩ(I−PR)
]− {(I−PR)T
· (LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r)}+ R−r
=
[
L˜TL˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
L˜T(y − LR−r)− nλ
[
L˜TL˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
(I−PR)ΩR−r + R−r
=
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
L˜Ty −
[
L˜T L˜ + nλΩ˜
]−
(I−PR)
[
LTL + nλΩ
]
R−r + R−r.
To prove that bλ achieves the global minimum of J(b) in (3.62) it is enough to show
that J(bˆ) ≥ J(bλ), where bˆ is any estimator of b with Rbˆ = r. For this purpose,
observe that
J(bˆ) =
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bˆ
]T [
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bˆ
]
+ nλ
[
R−r + (I−PR)bˆ
]T
Ω
[
R−r + (I−PR)bˆ
]
=
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ + L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]T
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·
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ + L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
+ nλ
[
R−r + (I−PR)bλ − (I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]T
Ω
·
[
R−r + (I−PR)bλ − (I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
=
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ
]T [
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ
]
(3.65)
+ 2
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ
]T
L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ) (3.66)
+
[
L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]T [
L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
(3.67)
+ nλ
[
R−r + (I−PR)bλ
]T
Ω
[
R−r + (I−PR)bλ
]
(3.68)
+ nλ
[
(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]T
Ω
[
(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
(3.69)
− 2nλ [R−r + (I−PR)bλ]T Ω [(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)] . (3.70)
Now observe that summation of the two cross-product terms in (3.66) and (3.70) is
0. To see this write
S(bλ, bˆ) =
[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ
]T
L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
− nλ [R−r + (I−PR)bλ]T Ω [(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)]
=
[[
y − LR−r− L(I−PR)bλ
]T
L− nλ [R−r + (I−PR)bλ]T Ω]
·
[
(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
=
[[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r]T − [{LTL + nλΩ}(I−PR)bλ]T]
·
[
(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
=
[ [
(I−PR){LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r}
]T
− [(I−PR){LTL + nλΩ}(I−PR)bλ]T ] [(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)]
= 0,
since bλ is the solution of the normal equation in (3.64) such that
(I−PR){LTL + nλΩ}(I−PR)bλ = (I−PR)
[
LTy − LTLR−r− nλΩR−r] .
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Finally, we have
J(bˆ) = J(bλ) +
[
L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]T [
L(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
+ nλ
[
(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]T
Ω
[
(I−PR)(bλ − bˆ)
]
≥ J(bλ),
and equality holds only if bλ = bˆ. Therefore, bλ is unique and achieves the global
minimum.
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CHAPTER IV
FINITE SAMPLE STUDIES
In this chapter we investigate various issues in ill-posed inverse problems discussed
in the previous chapters based on simulation studies. We explore several ill-posed
inverse problems using different combinations of kernel functions, inverse functions
and levels of errors. In Section 4.1, we conduct empirical investigations to give the
finite sample behavior of an MOR estimator. The remaining sections include em-
pirical investigations for the results in Chapter III. We examine the performance of
GCVC(λ) with empirical investigations of the Bayesian credible intervals in Section
4.2. In Section 4.3, we show some results obtained by applying our work to a NMR
experimental data analysis setting.
The accuracy of estimates of the mean function and the inverse function highly
depend on a good choice of the smoothing parameter along with very stable and ac-
curate computations. Using the properties of types of banded matrices based on the
B-spline basis functions, the speed of computation is improved eliminating unneces-
sary computations. For the purpose of efficient numerical integration, Gauss-Kronrod
formulas are adopted (Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, and Flannery, 1986). Numer-
ical integration based on Gauss-Kronrod formulas is an adaptive quadrature that
finds some number of Gaussian nodes and adds some more nodes chosen to obtain
the highest possible degree of precision. We conduct various simulation studies on
equally spaced design points and knots throughout this Chapter.
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4.1 Simulation Design
Our simulation studies are conducted on combinations of various types of kernel func-
tions and inverse functions with different levels of errors. We control the frequencies
of the true inverse functions using forms of sine functions. We define two types of the
true inverse functions and two types of kernel functions as follows:
fL(τ) =
sin 2pi(τ − 1
2
)/2pi(τ − 1
2
)∫ 1
0
sin 2pi(τ − 1
2
)/2pi(τ − 1
2
) dτ
,
fH(τ) =
0.22 + sin 11pi(τ − 1
2
)/11pi(τ − 1
2
)
0.22 +
∫ 1
0
sin 11pi(τ − 1
2
)/11pi(τ − 1
2
) dτ
,
KL(t, τ) =
1
2
[f ∗k (t− τ, 0.15) + f ∗k (t + τ, 0.15)]
and
KH(t, τ) =
1
2
[f ∗k (t− τ, 0.05) + f ∗k (t + τ, 0.05)] ,
where
f ∗k (u, σ) =
1√
2piσ
exp
{
−1
2
(
u−m
σ
)2}
,
m =


3
2
if 1 < u ≤ 2,
1
2
if 0 < u ≤ 1,
−1
2
if − 1 ≤ u ≤ 0,
for τ, t ∈ [0, 1]. The upper case letters L and H stand for low frequency and high
frequency, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the true inverse functions and f ∗k (u, 0.15) and f
∗
k (u, 0.05) for
u ∈ [0, 1]. The kernel functions KL(t, τ) and KH(t, τ) are presented in figure 3. We
see how frequencies of the products of the true inverse functions and kernel functions
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are affected by the frequencies of the inverse functions and kernel functions in figure
4.
The diagrams in Figure 5 show the true mean functions that correspond to the
cases in figure 4. Figure 5 (a) shows an example of a mean function that reflects
the low frequencies of the inverse function f and kernel function K. When the KL
kernel function is employed with fH as in figure 5 (b), the kernel function represents
a function that is too smooth relative to the inverse function. In this case, the
kernel function can smear out the frequencies of f and the mean function becomes
low frequency in nature. This is a case when effective deconvolution can be quite
difficult.
On the other hand, figure 5 (c) shows the case when a mean function has relatively
high frequencies due to the high frequencies of the kernel function even though the
inverse function has low frequencies. This is a case when the frequencies of the mean
function are quite different from the frequencies of the inverse functions. In this case
the optimal smoothing parameters λf and λµ can be quite different. We will define
λf and λµ in the following section in our simulation settings.
First we investigate the patterns of Fourier coefficients for the inverse functions
and the kernel functions. Let fLj and f
H
j be the Fourier coefficients of f
L(τ) and
fH(τ) for j = 1, 2, . . . Similarly kLj and k
H
j are defined for K
L(t, τ) and KH(t, τ).
Figure 6 shows the obtained absolute values of the Fourier coefficients. We observe
that |f ∗j | and |k∗j | → 0 as j →∞, where ∗ = L or H. The rate of decay of the Fourier
coefficients depends on the smoothness of each function. Smooth functions have faster
decay rate of the Fourier coefficients than functions that are less smooth. Figure 7
shows the Fourier coefficients of the mean function µ∗∗j = k
∗
j f
∗
j , where ∗ = L or H.
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4.2 Simulation Results
We generate simulated data sets adding independent normal random errors to the
true mean functions on 200 equally spaced design points on (0, 1). Let Lµ and Lf
be the loss functions for µ and f , respectively. For a given λ, we evaluate the loss
functions on the design points, where
Lµ =
1
200
200∑
i=1
[
µ
(
2i− 1
400
)
− µλ
(
2i− 1
400
)]2
(4.1)
and
Lf =
1
200
200∑
i=1
[
f
(
2i− 1
400
)
− fλ
(
2i− 1
400
)]2
. (4.2)
We find optimal λ˜µ and λ˜f that minimize Lµ and Lf , respectively.
Large sample properties of the behavior of the optimal λ˜µ and λ˜f are examined
by increasing the sample size n. More specifically, we generated samples of size
n = 100, 300, 500 and 1000 and the ratios λ˜µ
λ˜f
were calculated over 100 replicate
samples. Table 1 presents results, averaged over the 100 replications, for the sample
mean and standard deviation of λ˜µ
λ˜f
in our simulation settings.
In general, the sample mean values of λ˜µ
λ˜f
are close to constants over sample sizes
for each case. However the values of standard deviation of λ˜µ
λ˜f
are decreasing as n
increases showing λ˜µ
λ˜f
tends to a constant as the sample size increases. Table 1 gives
the information about the behavior of λ˜µ
λ˜f
depending on the smoothness of K and
f . For example, when K = KL and f = fH the standard deviation of λ˜µ
λ˜f
tends
to 0 much faster than the case of K = KL and f = fL. We also discover that the
standard deviation of λ˜µ
λ˜f
for K = KH and f = fH converges to 0 much faster than the
example of K = KH and f = fL. These support the results from Theorem 2.2 and
Theorem 2.3 in Chapter II by showing that when we have high frequencies of f and a
smooth kernel function K, λ˜µ
λ˜f
tends to a constant as sample size increases. However,
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TABLE 1: Empirical properties of the ratio of λ˜µ and λ˜f .
Sample Mean of λ˜µ
λ˜f
σ of noise K f n = 100 n = 300 n = 500 n = 1000
.01 KL fL .0370224 .0372017 .0374177 .0373232
KL fH .0022971 .0022880 .0022873 .0022897
KH fL .4557705 .4631467 .4646367 .4687726
KH fH .6035533 .6403305 .6592470 .6652390
.10 KL fL .0639122 .0486692 .0427545 .0379822
KL fH .0001124 .0001117 .0001116 .0001120
KH fL .3290972 .3169472 .2946034 .3416490
KH fH .0019995 .0020613 .0020145 .0020114
Standard Deviation of λ˜µ
λ˜f
σ of noise K f n = 100 n = 300 n = 500 n = 1000
.01 KL fL .0037758 .0022264 .0016597 .0012696
KL fH .0001454 .0000803 .0000570 .0000464
KH fL .0942721 .0551209 .0447745 .0312152
KH fH .1603572 .1028730 .0782265 .0548021
.10 KL fL .0735999 .0447150 .0287205 .0123847
KL fH .0000092 .0000015 .0000012 .0000009
KH fL .4220915 .2943494 .2468576 .2531637
KH fH .0005189 .0002576 .0002097 .0001352
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the standard deviation value of λ˜µ
λ˜f
is far from 0 when we have high frequencies of K
relative to the smoothness of f .
Look at the Fourier series in figure 6 and figure 7 in order to understand the
nature of the problem. When we have high frequencies of f and low frequencies
of K we observe that the |fj| decay relatively slower than the |kj| as j increases.
The Fourier coefficients of the mean function satisfy the equation |µj| = |kjfj|. The
Fourier coefficients of mean function |µj| decays relatively slowly when we have high
frequencies of f as you can see in figure 7. In this case the frequencies of the mean
function are mainly affected by the frequencies of f and λ˜µ
λ˜f
is close to a constant.
We now investigate the performance of GCVC(λ) in (3.44) and the Bayesian
credible intervals. Figure 8 shows Lµ in (4.1), Lf in (4.2) and GCVC(λ), where the
true inverse function is fH , the kernel function is KH and the noise that are added are
from N(0, (0.1)2). We see that GCVC(λ) is a good estimator of Lµ since GCVC(λ) is
very close to Lµ for all λ’s. Let λˆ be the minimizer of GCVC(λ). In this example, we
have the optimal λ˜µ = 4.3821×10−9, the optimal λ˜f = 5.4789×10−9 and GCVC(λ) is
minimized at λˆ = 1.3826×10−9. The λˆ minimizing GCVC(λ) is also very close to the
optimal λ˜f . This example shows a case that we have GCVC(λ) as a good estimator
of Lµ and Lf .
Using the optimal λ minimizing GCVC(λ), figure 9 shows the µλˆ which is the
fit to the measurement data corresponding to the mean function and the Bayesian
credible interval estimates for µ(t). We present fλˆ the estimate of the inverse function
and its Bayesian credible interval estimates in figure 10. The fλˆ(τ) is so close to the
true inverse function f(τ) and the two lines showing fitted values of fλˆ(τ) and f(τ)
may look like one line in the figure except when τ ’s correspond to peaks or the
boundary region.
For practical calculations we explain how we find the optimal λ that minimizes
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GCVC(λ). First we make 200 equally spaced partitions on [e
−100, 100] based on a
log scale so that the ith partition corresponds to exp{−100 + log 100−log e−100
200
× i},
i = 1, . . ., 200. In most cases, the minimum bound, e−100, and the maximum bound,
100, for λ are sufficient for our examples. For each of the 200 λ’s, we calculate
GCVC(λ). Then we choose three λ’s that attain the smallest GCVC(λ). Then we
define some neighborhoods for the three λ’s. We employ an automatic search on the
neighborhoods of the three λ’s. The adopted automatic minimum search method is a
combination of a golden section search and successive parabolic interpolations. Then,
we have λˆ as the minimizer of the GCVC(λ). The λˆ is an estimator of the optimal
λ˜µ minimizing the loss function in (4.1) for µ or the optimal λ˜f minimizing the loss
function in (4.2) for f . Using the λˆ we calculate the estimates of the mean function,
the inverse function and the Bayesian credible intervals.
We investigate the empirical properties of Bayesian credible intervals from a
frequentist viewpoint, when the smoothing parameters are selected by GCVC(λ). We
consider several cases combining K∗, f ∗, where ∗=H or L, and levels of errors. We
generate 1,000 simulated data sets for each case, independently. For each simulated
data set, we select λˆ minimizing GCVC(λ). Then we calculate 95% Bayesian credible
intervals for µ and f in each case. Our simulated data sets have the same fixed
200 equally spaced design points on (0, 1) for µ and f . We used different values of
the seed for the Gaussian random errors in each of the 1,000 replicates. For each
replication and every design points, we calculate the overall averages of the covered
proportions of the true mean function and the true inverse function by the Bayesian
credible intervals.
The average coverage for the Bayesian credible intervals are listed in table 2. In
general, we have approximately between 91.66% and 93.97% coverages for µ using
95% Bayesian credible intervals for µ in our simulation settings.
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TABLE 2: Average (across the design) coverage for the Bayesian credible intervals
for the mean function and the inverse function with 1,000 replications.
σ of noise K f Coverage for µ Coverage for f
.05 KL fL .9263 .9844
KL fH .9311 .9309
KH fL .9166 .9995
KH fH .9375 .9965
.01 KL fL .9257 .9335
KL fH .9466 .8537
KH fL .9312 .9996
KH fH .9397 .9978
Regarding the coverage for f , the coverage ranges from 85.37% to 99.95%. One
interesting case is when we have fH and KL showing lower coverage than other cases
even though it is shown that λ˜µ
λ˜f
behaves like a constant for large sample size as shown
in table 1. As a matter of fact, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 is not related to the
accuracy of estimates or interval estimates rather to the behaviors of the ratio λ˜µ
λ˜f
.
This is a good example indicating that good performance of the Bayesian credible
intervals for f depends on the nature of the ill-posed inverse problem. In this case,
|kLj | decays much faster than the decay rate of |fHj |. Thus, the low frequencies of
KL damp out the frequencies of fH and complicate estimating the inverse function.
Figure 11 shows the difficulties in estimating the inverse function fH for a typical
data set from the simulation.
Based on our simulation studies we conclude that in order to recover the inverse
function f accurately the frequencies of f should not be damped out by the low
frequencies of the Kernel function. We also expect a good λˆ from GCVC(λ) when
we have high frequencies of f . The ideal situation is when both |kjfj| and |fj| decay
slowly and similarly.
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FIGURE 11: fλˆ and Bayesian credible interval estimates for a simulated data set for
fH and KL.
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TABLE 3: The optimal λ values minimizing GCVC(λ) and PˆC(λ) for sample 1 and
sample 2.
Experimental Data GCVC(λ) PˆC(λ)
Sample 1 e−60.47193 e−59.68177
Sample 2 e−67.57382 e−68.08852
Sample 3 e−53.63985 e−51.27502
Sample 4 e−52.88463 e−53.25308
4.3 NMR Experimental Data Analysis
In this section we apply our estimation methodology to real NMR experimental data
from the Engineering Imaging Laboratory at Texas A&M University. For this purpose
a set of laboratory experimental data was obtained from the T1 inversion-recovery
measurement conducted on samples of Opalinus clay from Benken, Switzerland. The
T1 measurements were made at 85.6 MHz using the inversion recovery pulse sequence.
The estimates of µ and f using GCVC(λ) criterion can be found in figure 12 for
sample 1 and sample 2.
The GCVC(λ) and PˆC(λ) criteria give us almost identical estimates of the optimal
λ. Table 3 shows the actual values of λˆ chosen by these criteria. We have very small
values of λˆ since our experimental data sets have very small noises. Therefore, the
estimates of µ are very similar to lines that are connected with each data point.
The estimates of the relaxation distribution f from sample 1 and sample 2 of
Opalinus clay have three modes representing three spectra. Table 4 identifies the
locations of τ for the modes of the spectra. Even though we do not have those modes
of spectra on the exactly same locations of τ for sample 1 and sample 2, we have the
biggest mode, the second biggest mode, and the smallest mode sequentially. The first
two spectra overlap in sample 1 and the last two spectra overlap a little in sample
2. The mode of the last spectrum from sample 1 is very small and this could be a
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TABLE 4: Locations of τ for the modes of the spectra from the estimates of relaxation
distribution f .
Experimental Data Spectrum 1 Spectrum 2 Spectrum 3
Sample 1 e−7.32 e−5.90 e−4.05
Sample 2 e−8.42 e−6.40 e−4.97
Sample 3 e−4.55 e−2.03 e−1.03
Sample 4 e−3.55 e−1.11 e−0.01
spurious smoothing bump. So, the last spectrum in sample 1 might be artificial.
Using a GE Omega CSI system at a proton frequency of 85 MHz, water-saturated
Texas Cream limestone samples were also analyzed. In this case, GCVC(λ) and PˆC(λ)
also provide us with very similar values of λ, which are very close to 0 as you can find
in table 3. In figure 13, we present the estimates of the magnetization function and
the relaxation distribution, where λˆ’s are based on GCVC(λ). The values of λˆ are
listed in table 3. With these samples, we also have three modes of spectra. The last
mode of spectrum from sample 4 is very big which shows some different pattern of
spectra from sample 1-3. See table 4 for the locations of τ for the modes of spectra.
We do not find any spurious smoothing bumps from these samples.
Our laboratory magnetization mean function data sets are composed of measure-
ments with very small errors. Considering the very low effect of noises, the estimate
of relaxation distributions may be very accurate. However, the data sets in this dis-
sertation had infinitesimal sizes of errors. Often, very small noises direct the values of
smoothing parameters to near zero values. In this case, we doubt if GCV (λ) or Pˆ (λ)
is a good choice for selecting the smoothing parameter since this kind of problem may
be viewed as a numerical approximation problem rather than a statistical problem.
We can use our estimates of the relaxation distribution to characterize the num-
ber of components for bulk porosity and fluid saturations and pore size distribution
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that characterize pore structures and fluid distribution in porous media, see Liaw
et al. (1996) for detail.
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FIGURE 12: Estimates of magnetization function µ and relaxation distribution f for
sample 1 and sample 2 from Opalinus clay (Benken, Switzerland). Dots are observed
values of magnetization. Solid lines are estimates.
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FIGURE 13: Estimates of magnetization function µ and relaxation distribution f
for sample 3 and sample 4 from water-saturated Texas cream limestone. Dots are
measured data. Solid lines are the estimates.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Summary of Results
The main objectives of this dissertation are the development of theoretical and method-
ological results for approximate MOR estimators. In Chapter II, we present an asymp-
totic development that relates the levels of smoothing for estimating a mean function
µ and an associated inverse function f . Our developments are based on Fourier analy-
sis. One of the main purposes of developing these theories is to find when the ill-posed
inverse problem can be solved successfully using an optimal smoothing parameter that
is related to the information about the mean function, i.e., one that can be estimated
from the data at hand. We find that the conditions depend on the smoothness of the
inverse function and the kernel function.
In Chapter III, stable and efficient computational algorithms for calculating the
approximate MOR estimator are discussed in detail. The computational algorithms
can be applied to an approximate MOR estimator with inequality, equality constraints
or without constraints on the inverse function. We prove that the approximate MOR
estimator is a solution for the unique global minimum of a minimization criterion for
the problem. When inequality constraints are imposed on the inverse function, the
parameter space is restricted. In this problem setting, data-driven automatic criteria
GCVC(λ) and PˆC(λ) for selecting the smoothing parameter are developed for the
inequality constrained smoothing splines. We extend Bayesian credible intervals for
the approximate MOR estimator and present a constrained version of the Bayesian
intervals that are suitable for our problem setting.
A number of simulation studies are conducted for empirical investigations of the
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GCVC(λ) criterion and of the Bayesian credible intervals. When the frequencies of
the mean function reflect those of the inverse function, GCVC(λ) can provide very
accurate estimates of the inverse function and the mean function, simultaneously. In
those cases, we observe that the 100(1 − α)% Bayesian credible intervals have very
reasonable coverage for the inverse function. In most cases, whether the problem
is highly ill-posed or not, the Bayesian intervals have approximately 100(1 − α)%
coverage for the mean function.
5.2 Future Research
There are several topics to be considered beyond the works completed in this disser-
tation. We now discuss some possible future research issues.
We have developed asymptotic theories focusing on a particular MOR estimator
for the case where the linear functionals are defined by a convolution type of operator
of the form
Ltf =
∫ 1
0
1
2
[K(t− s) + K(t + s)] f(s) ds.
Similar developments are under consideration for a general convolution problem of
the form
Ltf =
∫ 1
0
K(t− s)f(s) ds,
using the general estimation criterion
n∑
i=1
(yi − Lif)2 + λ
∫ 1
0
f (m)(s) ds.
Extensions here might be possible using a parallel of the Demmler-Reinsch natural
spline basis under proper assumptions on the corresponding eigenvalues.
While we have routinely applied pseudo-residuals suggested by Gasser et al.
(1986) to estimate the σ2 parameter in Pˆ (λ) and Bayesian credible intervals, variance
estimation is also a very important problem to be considered in the MOR setting.
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Some more investigations on estimation of σ2 and the development of possible new
estimation methods pose interesting problems for future research.
While most of our algorithmic work has focused on linear constraints in our
model, developments with nonlinear constraints (or some other general constraints)
parallel to the works in Chapter III might also be possible. Results of this na-
ture would have implications for data-driven smoothing parameter selection and the
Bayesian credible intervals in the presence of nonlinear constraints.
Other possible extensions include the development of boundary correction meth-
ods and applications to non-integral operators. Finally, in our model, we have as-
sumed that the errors are uncorrelated random errors with common variance σ2. It
may be desirable to develop some methodology for correlated random errors.
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